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INTRODUCTION 
Today there is·a widespread movement to improve wildlife 
envirorun.ent by manipulating food and cover plantso It is gen-
erally agreed that most of' this, environmental improvement of 
necessity will be .done by the farmer and rancher o Nevertheless)) 
few of them will establish plants for wildlife unless the 
plants a.iso benefit their use of land (Davison 9 1942; Graham, 
1944 and 1947; Van Dexsal, 1940) o 
Since there has been no previous investigation of which 
plants are most likely to improve bobwhite habitat and man's 
use of land in northwestern Oklahoma J the present study was 
undertakeno Its objectives were to ascertain (1) the winter 
food habit~, of quail: (Colinus virginianus L .. ) in northwestern 
Oklahoma,. ( 2) ·· the ecology of plants valuable to both quail 
and agriculture, and (3) the uses to which these plants could 
be put., 
This investigation was part of a broader study of bob-
white qua.il ·ecology carried on for some years by workers at 
the Oklahoma Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit o. Aspects of 
the study elaborate.d by other vwrkers have included the state- . 
wide winter fo.od habits· of ·quail>' the gross patterns of vege= 
tation most favorable at different seasons, the effects of 
certain habitat factors:1 and-population characteristics of 
quailo 
Field.work was followed on a full=time basis from September 
l 
2 
20, 1950, to September 1, 195le Several trips of short dura= 
tion also were taken to the study area during the winter of 
1951-52, and during that of 1952-53e 
Field work was conducted in northwestern Oklahoma)) 
principally in the county of Woodward.. Investigations, however, 
were also carried out in Harper and Ellis Counties, and to a 
lesser extent in several other western arease In addition9 
some of the plant species were studied by me in other Great 
Plains states prior to the beginning of the project. Head-
quarters for the field work were at the Southern Great Plains 
Field Station~ Woodward, Oklahomao 
The area considered in this report, unless stated other-
wise, will be taken more or less arbitrarily as all of Okla-
homa west of the eastern limit of the m.ixedgrass-eroded plains 
game type of Duck and Fletcher (cae, 1944) and north of the 
southern edge of Roger Mills and Custer Countieso The eastern 
edge of the mixedgrass-eroded plains type follows in a general 
way the parallel of ninety-eight and one-half degrees of west 
longitude., 
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THE REGIONAL ENVIRON],JENT 
Physical Influences 
Climate. 
The following account of the climate of western Okla~ 
homa is based on material from Wahlgren (1941), Kincer (1936) 9 
and the Weather Bureau (1950)0 The climate is a continental 
one characterized by hot summers and comparatively mild winterso 
There are pronounced seasonal differences in precipitation 
and temperature:, and droughts and dust storms occur rather 
frequentlye Some of the highest average wind velocities in 
the United States are found here& Physiographic influences 
are insufficient to affect greatly the climate of different 
parts of the region:, but from east to west a pronounced tem-
perature and precipitation gradient occurso Growing condi-
tions for plants are relatively severe even in the east and 
rapidly become more so as one travels westwardo Although 
the growing season is 220 days long in the southern areas 9 
it is only 180 days in the western end of the Panhandle 0 In 
the winter 9 temperatures .may occasionally drop to 10 9 or even 
20:, degrees below zero& 
The average annual precipitation for Oklahoma west of the 
ninety-ninth meridian decreases in a progressive manner west= 
ward from 28 inches to 17 inch es o The average monthly and 
annual rainfall for Woodwardj Oklahoma is given in Table lo 
From the table it will be seen that most of the precipitation 
5 
6 
falls during the growing season months of April to October in-
clusi ve,, January and December are the driest months and May 
and June the wetteste A prominent feature of the climate is 
that droughts may strike at any time., Therefore 1 great varia-
tions in precipitation are to be expected,, During the period 
that the field work was oonductedj there was some monthly 
variation from the average precipitationj but the over-all 
moisture situation remained fairly typical for the regions 
Table 1,, The Average Precipitation in Inches at Woodward, 
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Approximately the western two-thirds of the Panhandle 
is in the High Plains Region (Fennemanj 1931) " It is char-
acterized by vast, very level expanses dissected here and 
there by stream. courses. The aspect is frequently one of 
monotonous distances unbroken except by man-made structures., 
7 
Here and there, shallow sinks$ or playas, are to be found" 
At the extreme western end of the Panhandle the High Plains 
suddenly merge into a semimountainous area~ the foothills of 
the Rockies. Although the region appears nearly level, it 
slopes gradually downward to the east. Elevations vary from 
an average of about 4,000 feet in the west to about 1,500 
feet in the eastern part of the Low Plains. 
There is a transitional belt between the High Plains on 
the west and the Low Plains on the east.. Its eastern boundary 
runs diagonally from the southeastern corner of the Panhandle 
toward the northeast to Kansas. This transition area is a 
moderately dissected plaino Large 9 level plateaus alternate 
with rolling or hilly terraino 
The r em.ainder of the western part of the state is eroded, 
generally rolling country called, appropriately, the Low 
Plains (Fennern.an, 1931).. Here the surface strata belong to 
the Permian Redbedso Into the surface plain, streams have 
cut broad, sand=choked channels, often bordered by exten= 
sive dunes. Geologic erosion has had a greater effect than 
westwardj and the region is not only more dissected but lies 
at a lower level$ There are areas with precipitous bluffs 
and deep ravines and extensive tracts of rounded hills sep-
arated by swaleso The more hilly areas along the northwestern 
side of the Low Plains are often referred to as the Gypsum 
Hills Region (Snider~ 1917)e In general 9 widespread physio= 
graphic influences are not enough to affect greatly the vege= 
tation within one part of northwestern Oklahoma as compared 
8 
to another o Some of the variations in physiography in western 
Oklahoma are shown in Figures land 2o 
Soils. 
Northwestern Oklahomai except for the very western end 
of the Panhandle, is in the great soil group of the reddish 
chestnut soils o In this group the " ••• surface soils are 
typically dark reddish brown and friablej and the subsoils 
heavier and tougher~ reddish brown to red in the upper part 
and lighter or grayer in color and highly calcareous in the 
lower part" (Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, 1938)0 The red-
ness is due to the parent material, the organic matter in the 
surface horizon having failed to darken it (Marbut, 1936) .. 
Greater amounts of organic matter have failed to accumulate 
in part because of erosiono Nevertheless$ the reddish chest-
nut soils are fertile, being the equivalent of the chernozem 
soils found nearby to the northo 
Because of low rainfallj little leaching has occurred in 
western Oklabomao "Consequently, most of the soils in this 
area are well supplied with minerals containing available 
plant nutrients" (Ohaffini no date) o Even though these soils 
i 
are adequate in minerals nowi they will be generally deficient 
in phosphorous in the foreseeable future if they are continu-
ously farmed to cash crops (Daniel~ Elwell, and Murphy, 1942) .. 
Th.e principal soil deficiency, then, at the present time is 
organic matter .. 
Figure 1. Rough, broken country in the Gypsum. Hills near 
Waynoka , Oklahoma.. Stockpond in foreground and valley 
of Cimarron River in the distance. 
Figure 2G Very flat terrain and large grain fields typi-
cal of much of the High Plains. Near Guymon, Oklahomao 
9 
10 
The texture of the soils of western Oklahoma is predomin= 
antly sandy., So.me areas, for example the extensive dunes 
along the major river courses» or the rolling sandhills in 
Ellis and Roger Mills Counties, have exceedingly light soilse 
The effects of wind erosion» therefore 3 are often severe 
(Figure J)e The soils of the level or gently rolling country 
in the Panhandle are usually deep sandy loamso Because of 
the relatively level topography and permeable soils, water 
erosion is not usually serious there although the effects of 
wind can bee This area was in the heart of the "Dust Bowl 11 
of the 'JO'so The soils, in the Low Plains Regionj in general 9 
are considerably heavier than to the westwardo The texture 
is often a silty loam or clay loamo The heavier soils and 
more broken relief intensify water erosion but lessen that 
of wind (Finnell, 1939) {Figure 1). 
Land-Use 
The northwestern part of the state falls in the general 
wheat and small grains farming region (Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics~ 1950). Hard winter wheat is the chief farm enter-
prise, but it is grown in combination with large acreages of 
sorgumse Field crop acreage, as of 1945, averaged between 
JO percent and 40 percent of the available amount in most of 
the counties of this region (Oklahoma State Board for Voca-
tional Education, 1950)0 Cultivation is generally less 
intensive than in m.any areas of southwestern Oklahom.ae Never= 
thelessj there are places in the Panhandle where virtually 
unbroken fields of grain stretch for miles (Figure 2)e Crop 
11 
rotations are based on a very few crops •. One reason is that 
there are few or no generally satisfactory legumes for the 
region, especially for the Panhandle (Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, 1950).. Another difficulty is that one can summer 
fallow Cl'opland only on the finer-textured soils because of 
the ever-present exposure to wind erosion (Chaffin, no date). 
Wind erosion as a result of very light soils and scanty plant 
cover is shown in Figure 3. 
The southern Great Plains, of which Oklahoma is a part, 
is an important livestock producing region.. In western Okla-
homa the percentage of land in pastUl'e varies from 50 percent 
to 60 percent (Oklahoma State Board for Vocational Education, 
.19.50) o Woodward County produces considerably more cattle than 
any county bordering it. Much of this part of the state is 
very heavily grazed, and there seems no doubt that this has 
an important bearing on wildlife populations .. 
A pronounced trend toward larger farms or ranches exists 
(McMillan, 1949).. Also, there is a trend toward regrassing 
of marginal land formerly .cultivated (FigUl'e. 4) o A number 
of shelterbelts are used, especially to the southward. Un-
fortunately, shelterbelts are being eradicated, to make way 
for new cropland, faster than they are being planted according 
to H. Re Wells, State Forester, U,. Se Soil Conservation Ser-
vice (personal communication). Numerous farm ponds have been 
established, but few of them have been fenced and so are of 
reduced value to wildlifee 
12 
Figure Jo Wind erosion on a very sandy soil planted to a row 
crop (sorgum). The shrubs catching soil are aromatic sum.aco 
Near Woodward, Oklahoma, in the sandsage game type. 
Figure 4o Abandoned field which has been revegetated with 
sand lovegrass, switchgrass, and blue gramagrass three 
years previously. (Compare with Figures 19 and 20.) Ten 




In 1820 Edwin James traveled eastward down or near the 
South Canadian River with the Sq He Long expedition (James, 
1905). He says, "co .,The luxuriance and fineness of the 
grasses, as well as the astonishing number and good condi-
tion of the herbivorous animals of this region, clearly 
indicate its value for the purposes of pasturagec" Jam.es 
tells of soft sand under foot in many places and immense 
drifts piled along the river banks.. He speaks of plum bushes 
as being almost the only woody plants found on the sand hills., 
Nothing is said of the extensive tracts of shinnery oak which 
now occupy the area through which the expedition must have 
come., (The scientific names of all plants mentioned in this 
report are given in Table 22.,) Near what was perhaps the 
center of the Texas Panhandle this party first encountered, 
as they traveled east, the bobwhite at approximately its 
present westward limit., 
Washington Irving traveled across what is now eastern 
and central Oklahoma in the fall of 18320 Some of the ob-
servations in his account (Irving, 1926) should apply also 
to the western part of the state., Only short grasses, which 
he calls "buffalo grass", are mentioned here and there., Much 
co.m.m.ent was made about the density of trees, shrubs, and vines 
along stream courses and the difficulty of passing through 
the.me This contrasts with the open growth usually present 
in such situations nowo Repeated references were made to 
the frequence and extent of fires on the prairie resulting 
from the activities of Indianse 
14 
Gregg (1845) also found extensive sand dunes along the 
riverso Gregg, in contrast to James, found the sand plum and 
species of shinnery oak abundant on the dunes o He says, "We 
also met with the same in many other places on the Prairies.,". 
Bigelow (1856) made extensive collections of plants along 
the South Canadian River as he traveled westward across Okla-
homao Sandsage was only collected on "rocky hills on the 
Canadiann although it is very abundant on sandy soils in 
northwestern Oklahoma todayo As found by James, there were 
no noteworthy tracts of brush such as exist now in western 
Oklaho.mao Some forbs comm.on now were also common in the 
1850's; in this category he places "Helianthus, Euphorbiaceae, 
and shrubby and herbaceous Mimosae .. " 
At about the time Bigelow was in the state, To T., Wood-
house ( 1858} traveled west along the North Canadian River to 
the Gypsum Hillso His account seems to substantiate several 
points of earlier writers~ fires set by Indians were very 
prevalent; pasture for horses was hard to find; no mention is 
made of tall grasses, except along one river bottom, and, the 
rivers "ran red with mud" after rains. 
Present-Day Vegetation., 
In discussing the communities of a region it is often 
useful to begin by reviewing the classification adopted by 
15 
some other workers. Authors treating the biotic comm.unities 
of western Oklahoma have used different names for their 
comm.unities and have discussed ones of different ranko. The 
whole of western Oklahoma is in the mixed prairie assoeiation 
of the prairie biome of Clements and Shelford (1939); the 
high plains comm.unity, or one transitional to it from the east-
ern forest community, of We.bb. {1950); the great plains biome 
of Allee, et ai o ( 1949) ; and the Kansan biotic province of 
Dice (1943)0 These larger areas were subdivided by Blair 
and Hubbell (1938) as the short-grass plains biotic district 
of the Panhandle and northwest, the mesquite plains district 
of the extreme southwest, the Wichita district of the Wichita 
Mountains in the southwest, and the mixedgrass plains district 
occupying the remainder of western Oklahomao 
Speaking now of vegetation only, one finds that approxi-
m.a tely the western one-half of Oklahoma was called the mixed 
prairie association of the prairie formation by Weaver and 
Clements (1938) o. On the basis of the Clementsian terminology, 
Bruner (1931) classified the vegetation of the state but differ-
ed by assigning the short grass vegetation the status of a 
olimaxo Weaver and Clements, however, subsequentiy showed 
the latter to be dominated by both short and mid-grasses and, 
hence, that the mixed grass association is the climax. 
The otherwise valuable study of Bi'uner seems weakened 
by his designation of the Oklahoma mixed prairie as the 
Stipa-Koeleria association since Stipa extends into the state 
for only a short distance in the region where he states this 
association to occur and then is sparsely distributed (Featherly, 
16 
1946)0 Blair and Hubbell (1938) followed Bruner in calling 
this the Stipa-Koeleria association. Furthermore$ the in= 
clusion of the chaparral$ that is, the shinnery oak area~ 
in the eastern deciduous forest formation by Bruner appears 
of questionable merito The majority of the species of shinnery 
oak reach their northeastern limits along the western edge 
of Oklahoma and extend from there into southwestern Texasi 
New Mexico, or even farther west (Wooten and Standley, 1915)., 
The shinnery oak region is separated by about ninety miles 
from the main body of the nearest deciduous forest, and so 
its affinities are apparently more particularly with the 
southwestern scrub vegetationo 
A game type map developed by Duck and Fletcher {.£!.o 1944) 
compares well 1 for northwestern Oklahoma i with a map of comm.un-
i ti es published earlier by Blair and Hubbell (1938)0 Both 
of them in turn cqmpare well 9 for the northwestern part of 
the state, with the map of vegetational units published still 
earlier by Bruner (19Jl)o 
The study, important for present purposesj of Duck and 
Fletcher (ca. 1944) will be discussed here in more detail 
since their ecologic regions will be referred to from time 
to time.. These regions they called "game types", and they 
are stated to represent a correlation of vegetation, physio= 
graphy, soils, climate, and land-use in relation to game 
populations .. 
The mixedgrass-eroded plains game type of Duck and Fletcher 
extends .north-south across the states its eastern edge coin= 
ciding fairly well with the parallel of ninety-eight and 
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one-half degrees of longitude. The region extends westward 
to the vicinity of the origin of the Panhandle, but here is 
somewhat interspersed with other game types. Most of the 
mixedgrass-eroded plains type has a definite ravine relief, 
and it lies in the Low Plains Physiographie Province (Figure 5). 
Important dominants are buffalo grass, blue gra.magrass, 
sideoats gramagrass, and little bluestem., In the southwestern 
part of the state there are extensive areas characterized by 
open stands of mesquite although small areas of mesquite exist 
also in the riorthwesto Weaver and Clements (1938) have dis-
cussed the climatic reasons for the gradation of the tallgrass 
comm.unity into the mixedgrass comm.unityo Soils characterized 
by heavier textUl'es and steeper slopes are typical of th.is 
game type (Finnell, 1939) o The principal game species today 
are bobwhite and mourning doves, with a few pheasants to the 
north and west .. 
In northwestern Oklahoma and extending across the Panhand-
le is found the shortgrass-high plains game type (Figures 2 
and 18). The dominant vegetation is buffalo grass, blue gra.ma-
grass, sideoats gramagrass, and several species of threeawn 
grasso Near the center of the Panhandle, the bobwhite popu-
lation finds its principal western limit in the state, the 
scaled quail its eastern limit (Duck and Fletcher, £!.• 1944). 
Mourning doves are important game species and the principal 
pheasant range of the state is found here. A small herd of 
antelope is present in the western part of the Panhandle. 
Rapidly decreasing rainfall, strong winds, comparatively 
smooth topography, tighter soils, and increasing elevation 
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all oom.bine as one proceeds westward to account for the abun-
dance of short grasses, few shrubs, and fewer treeso 
A high agreement among ecologists concerning this type 
is apparento Furthermore, the comm.unity coincides quite 
closely with the High Plains Region of physiographerso Per-
haps, one reason for the agreement of ecologists, in regard 
to the boundaries of the shortgrass comm.unity~ is because of 
its relative uniformityo Some of the other comm.unities, 
as the m.ixedgrass-eroded plains, are so variable that it 
has been difficult to deter.mine what areas should be included 
in them. and what areas should not bea Not only is the short-
grass comm.unity relatively uniform., but it is set off rather 
sharply from adjacent comm.unities, at least in Oklahom.ao This 
is due probably to the relatively level topography and the 
medium-textured soils since generally the topography is more 
rolling and the soils either lighter or heavier in adjoining 
game typeso 
The sandsage game type occupies the deep sands and/or 
dunelands along the major streams and is characterized by an 
extensive mixture of sandsage, aromatic sumac, sand plum., 
bumelia, netleaf hackberry, big and little bluestem, sand 
bluestem, swi tehgrass, and Indiangrass (Figure 6) o Sm.all areas 
on the north sides of the Cimarron and the North Canadian 
Rivers were classified as belonging to the stabilized dune 
typeo The principal difference, according to Duck and Fletcher, 
between the latter and sandsage type is the presence of high-
er dunes and the .more frequent trees of the stabilized dune 
typeo These two dissimilarities seem. to be of insufficient 
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Figure 5. An area representative of the mixedgrass game type. 
Five miles north of Quinlan~ Oklahoma. Ravines dominated by 
American elm; oat field nearer, and prairie sunflower along 
roadsideo 
Figure 60 An area representative of the sandsage game typee 
Eight miles northwest of Woodward, Oklahomao Aromatic sumac 
in lower left corner of picture; larger shrubs toward right 
center, netleaf hackberry ; and other shrubs, sandsageo Back-
ground cleared of brusho 
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magnitude to justify recognition of the two types. In this 
report, henceforth, bot~ will be considered together as the 
sandsage typeo The bobwhite populations of these areas are 
among the densest in Oklahoma, and in winter there is even a 
considerable influx of quail from adjacent regionso 
In the extreme west-central part of the state~ there is 
a fairly large area named.the shinnery oak-grassland typeo 
Bruner (1931) called it the chaparral associationo The dom-
inants are the shinnery oak and several species of tall- and 
. .mid-grasses (Figure 7) o Where grazing is not too severe, by 
far the most abundant grass is little bluestemo Although the 
soils are also extremely sandy, the sands do not lie in dunes 
along major riverso Sandsage is not nearly so abundant here 
in spite of the sandy soils o The local topography consists 
of small hills and broad drainage ways; few ravines are found 
as water erosion has not ma.de any appreciable headwayo The 
principal game species are bobwhite, lesser prairie chicken, 
and mourning doves, and a few flocks of turkeys range near 
the .Washita and South Canadian Rivers in the region close to 
the Texas boundaryo 
The bottomland timber type is found principally along 
major streams, but greater or lesser tracts may be located 
along creeks and even in the larger ravines {Figure 8) o This 
type is a western extension of the deciduous forest {Weaver 
and Clements, 1938)., The dominant trees are American elm:, 
green ash, cottonwood 9 bumelia, and netleaf hackberryo Be-
cause of a higher water table and/or the flow of run-off water 
to the lower places which the comm.unity occupies, there is 
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Figure 7o View of clumps of shinnery oak in the shinnery 
oak game type, three miles west of Sharon, Oklahomao Lower 
plants in foreground, Texas croton. Yardstick shows height 
Of nearest Clum.po 
Figure 80 View of bottomland game type along Wolf Creek just 
above junction with North Canadian River, Fort Supply, Oklahomao 
Taller trees in foreground mostly cottonwood. 
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eonsiderable soil moisturee 
All of the gam.e types just discussed occur abundantly in 
the counties where .most of my field work was carried out, 
that is, in Woodward, Harper, and Ellis Counties. A number 
of quail crops for food habits analyses were taken in each 
of the game types described abovee Most of the field investi-
gations of plants, on the other hand, were .made in the sand-
s age, and the mixedgrass types .. 
METHODS 
Quail Food Habits 
The methods followed in the analyses of crop contents 
were similar to the ones employed by Baumgartner, Morris, 
Steele, and Williams (1952)0 Any crop that contained even 
a trace of material was saved for analysis. The percentage 
by volume of a food was computed according to the aggregate 
volume method of Martin, Gensch, and Brown (1946). That is, 
the total volume of a particular food from all of the crops 
analyzed in a series was divided by the total volume of all 
food in all crops of that series. .Since Martin (1949) has 
pointed out the fallacy of making an unjustified specific 
determination of materials in the crop, identification to 
the species was not attempted unless there were good grounds 
for so doing. Animal foods were listed only as such; green 
vegetation was ordinarily not further identified. 
The size of sample required in food habits investiga-
tions is always perplexing. The following method, however, 
was used in determining this for the sandsage community9 which 
was selected as an example. First, a pilot study was made 
to secure needed informatione From it the fifteen foods 
eaten in greatest volume were determined. Then from these 
fifteen foods the one was selected, the quantity per orop of 
which varied greatest in the pilot series of crops. 
The size of sample which would give a reliable estimate 
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of the mean volume of the food item found to be most variable, 
as to volume in the crop series, was next computed. It was 
assumed, then, that a sample large enough to give a reliable 
esti.tnlite of the food occurring in most varying volumes would 
also be large enough for the other foods occurring in less 
varying volumes, provided the food was among those fifteen foods 
eaten in greatest volume. According to Snedecor (1946), the 
required size of a sample is found from the formula: 
n • t2s2/ (x-.m) 2 - - - - -
In this formula n is sample size, t is the ratio of x-m to 
the standard error, sis the variance, i' is the mean of the 
sample, and~ is the true mean of the whole population. 
Investigation of Plants 
The relative abundance of plants within the western part 
of the state and adjoining regions was estimated from avail-
able reports supplemented where possible by some personal ob-
s ervations. 
The morphology of plants is of obvious importance to 
quail~ as well as to other animals. The gross structure of 
the plants of a species is relatively fixedll of course, and 
the inspection of even a few plants ordinarily showed the 
characteristic form. Where grazing, browsing, wind, or other 
influences altered the growth form to a considerable extent, 
this was noted. 
The general site requirements of various plants were con= 
tinually observedo Attention was paid to surface relief, 
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exposure, soils, and soil moisture conditions o Soil textures 
were approximated by inspectiono In some cases use was made 
of the detailed Woodward County soil survey (Fitzpatrick and 
Boatright, 19J8) to establish the soil types where certain 
species were founde Indicator plants were of considerable 
value in assessing some of the site factorso Where the require= 
ments of certain species were quite well-known, these species 
were then used to indicate the habitat factors affecting the 
distribution of associated speciese The cautions of various 
writers in regard to use of indicator species were kept in 
mind (Davidson9 1952; Pelton 9 1951; Sampson1 1939; Shantz@ 
1911)0 
Earlier reconnaisance 9 and later more intensive observa= 
tion, often showed the conun.unities where certain species were 
typically foundo To find the stage 9 or stages, of succession 
occupied by various species 1 areas affected by different de-
grees of disturbance were inspected. Indicator plants, extent 
of erosion 9 and other signs of man's activities frequently 
showed the amount and duration of disturbanceo On the other 
hand$ comm.unities relatively well-protected from agricultural 
disturbance for some time provided an estimation of the re= 
lations of different plants to the climaxG A protected area 
thus studied was Boiling Springs State Park 9 about five miles 
east of Woodward~ Oklahomae Such reservations are~ as a result, 
of great value in providing areas of reference for ecological 
investigations e 
The time~ manner~ and rates of growth~ and of reproduction 
were followed as far as could beo Events frequently noted 
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were the time of first annual growth of herbaceo~s p~ants and 
first maturation of fruit.. Also occasionally recorded were 
the dates at whieh various amounts of the seeds or fruits of 
some plants had become dispersede Where it was not already 
well-known or where there was some question concerning com-
petitive ability1 the principal means of reproduction was 
notedo Particular heed was paid to qualities which might 
make a non-native species a peste The rarity or unco.mmoness 
of native or naturalized species was considered in the light 
of possibly poor competitive capacitye 
The status of winter~growing plants was investigated in 
a preliminary way from the standpoint of identity of species 9 
distribution9 abundance 9 and time and rate of growthe Because 
there seemed to be no previous inventory of species which 
make some growth in winter, considerable effort was made to 
identify as many of these plants as possibleo Where the plants 
could not be identified in the vegetative state, they were 
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potted and removed to; the greenhouse at .the SC)uthern Great 
Plains Field Station and grown until they flowered o A few 
still remain unidentified~ and doubtless others were unnot-
icedo Many aquatic or semi-aquatic plants remain green in 
winter in western Oklahoma; none of these was considered in 
the investigation.. Trees were ignored as well as all species 
grown for ornamental purposeso Plants which had green leaves 
as early as February were considered true winter-growers for 
the purposes of this studye Although most of the plants devel-
oping green herbage were found to be herbs, a few were partly 
shrubbyo The relations of these plants to site and land-use 
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was estimated from a few transect studies and other obsarva= 
tions o In February 1951, twelve transects were examined for 
winter=growers in representative situations in the western 
part of the state exclusive of the Panhandlee Each transect 
was two hundred yards long and two feet wide, the dimensions 
usually were estimated by pacing. A list was kept of each 
species and the number of its individuals occurring along the 
transectse A determination was made of the general type of 
soil and kind of land-use where each transect was located o 
In February 1953j twelve more transects were examined in the 
vicinity of Woodwardi Oklahomae The procedure followed with 
respect to these was the same as that followed in 19510 
When studying the plants 1 the principal question kept in 
mind was whether or not the species would in some way be use= 
ful in land management., Observations were continually being 
made of the nature and extent of land-use practices affecting 
quail food and cover plants 6 Also, note was made of the 
areas where farmers or ranchers used shelterbeltsj living 
fences~ field borders$ or other possibly beneficial practices, 
or of areas where they might do soo 
The investigation of some non-native species had to be 
largely limited to observation of their performances in nur= 
series since they were grown little or not at all elsewhere 
in the regiono For this purpose, the nurseries of the U .. S., 
Southern Great Plains Field Station we1•e especially valuable., 
QUAIL FOOD HABITS 
While examining the results of the quail food habits 
study 1 several cautions should be kept in mind. It must be 
remembered that the environment is a constantly fluctuating 
one and that conditions in it change from day to day and place 
to place (Dice, 1952; Hesse~ Allee, and Schmidt, 1937)0 To 
get any adequate idea at all of' the food relations of quail 
of' even a single comm.unity, one would have to continue such 
an investigation through each month of a period of yearso 
Since land=use practices and climate particularly are known 
to vary with time 2 it seems mandatory to investigate quail 
food habits for a number of years in any one r egiono Even 
then, it would still be difficult to interpret preference on 
the part of quail and availability and abundance of foodo 
Yet, if we are going to manage quail in any true sense of the 
word 9 such information must be known along with much elsee 
The crop contents of 701 quail are reported heree The 
quail have been collected in different years beginning with 
1939j but the great bulk of them are from the year 1950. All 
except some fifty of these birds were killed during the hunt-
ing season periods mid-November to the end of December. As 
a consequence, the crop analyses apply principally to about 
12 percent of a one year period. Land-use changes~ climatic 
variations, and seasonal physiological requirements of quail 
would probably give an entirely different picture if a number 
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of crops were considered for other years and/or seasonso The 
analyses of crops from western Oklahoma discussed by Baumgartner 
!!. alo (1952) and Lee (1948) were compiled with 350 previously 
unreported ones to give the total of 701 mentioned abovee 
Throughout this report, plants are listed by the comm.on 
. \ 
namese The scientific names of 'plants which correspond to the 
comm.on names are given in Table 22e The scientific nomencla-
ture of most plants is that given by Waterfall (1952); that 
of many cultivated plants follow Bailey (1949).. In most cases 
the co.mm.on names are those given by Kelsey and Dayton (1942)0 
Where their comm.on name seemed inappropriate$ or where they 
did not list one, I have used others from various,sources. 
Since it was very difficult to distinguish between the 
seeds of certain species or genera$ some of the food items 
have been lumped into one groupo For example$ pigweed and 
lamb's-quarter are treated together because of thiso Also~ 
in spite of considerable effort, certain kinds of food or 
food residues remained unidentifiedo 
In the following food ha bi ts tables$ percentage frequen-
cy refers to the percentage of birds which ate a particular 
foode Percentage volume refers to the percentage which the 
total volume of a certain food was of the total of all foods 
eatene 
Classes of Food 
It is possible to group broad classes or kinds of food 
into various categories which may enhance an understanding of 
I 
such datao Some of the classes of food eaten by the bobwhite 
considered in this inquiry are shown in Table 2o One notes 
Table 2o Classes_of Foo~ Eaten by Bobwhite in Western Oklahoma 








C uTfiiva t e ~-Legume 
Grains Seeds 
Vole Freq. Vol. Freqo Volo Frego Vole Freq. Volo Freq 0 
Sandsage 
(236 crops) 9806 100 1 .. 4 21 .. 4 lo4 2506 36.,2 46.6 2.,2 2Jo5 
Mixedgrass 
{222 crops) 98o9 100 1.1 27.6 1.4 2706 66.0 72.,9 T* 10.8 
Shortgrass 
(139 crops} 98o0 100 2o0 3L,7 1.,2 J0o9· 28o5 4Jel 1.1 27o7 
Shinne:ry Oak 
(68 crops) 98.,6 100 1.4 19ol Oo9 13.,2 29eJ 44.1 lo5 20.6 
Bottomlaiid 
(48 crops} 94~7 lOO. 5'13 56o3 2<18 27.1 .4'?4 8oJ.26o4 4lo7 




that the volume of vegetable food and the volume of animal 
food were quite consistent throughout the different game 
types except for the bottom.lande Because of the smaller num-
ber of crops analyzed from the bottom.land for the hunting 
season period, it is difficult to say if this inconsistency 
is of any significanceo 
It is not known why a greater percentage of animal mat-
ter was eaten in the bottom.land co.mmunitye We might assume 
it reflected either a greater availability of animal matter 
or a shortage of vegetable fooda On the other hand, it might 
indicate some physiological need for such food in this com.mun-
ity o The bottomland community is extremely dissected by ad= 
jacent game cover types in northwestern Oklahomae Consequent-
ly, there is a considerable diversity of plants and possibly 
also of insectse If the latter is true~ the increased con-
sumption of insects in the bottom.land may reflect their great-
er availability& 
.Each bird regardless of game cover type ate some vege-
table food 9 and this made up the great bulk of the total fooda 
The frequency of animal food 9 in ~ontrast to the volum.e 9 
fluctuated considerably from area to areae The same was true 
of other food frequenciese 
Stoddard {1931) found animal matter to make up a much 
higher percentage of the diet by both volume and frequency in 
Georgia and Florida than that shown in Table 2e He learned 
that crops collected from November to March inclusive contain= 
ed about 4a5 percent of animal food by volume and about 74 
percent by frequencye In the crops examined by Korschgen 
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for Missouri (1948) vegetable items comprised 97.6 percent 
and anirns.l items 2.,4 percent~ which was similar to the re-
sults given here., Gray (1940) gave vegetable food as 96.,9 
percent and animal food as 3.1 percent by volume in Alabama!) 
a result intermediate between that found by Stoddard and by 
Korsohgen., Crops from the sum.mer period showed animal food 
as being much more prominent in the diet than in winter, 
according to Stoddarda The same result probably would have 
taken place had any appreciable number of summer killed 
birdss particularly young 9 been secured in connection with 
this inquiry., 
The vo 1lume of greens ran low in each game type; approx-
ima. tely one-fourth 9 however, of all the birds in each type 
did eat greater or lesser quantities of green material on 
the day when they were killed~ In the shinnery oak area the 
percentage frequency of greens was considerably 1:ower than 
in the other types although the reason for this is not known., 
In this investigation, green herbage, in all but one 
types varied between 1 percent and 2 percent by volumea 
Stoddard (1931} states that during the winter it increaseds 
reaching its highest point$ 23e9 percent by volume, in March. 
' In the study of Davison (1942) of birds from. a number of 
southeastern states~ gree11s .t11ade up lo3 percent by volume., 
Gray (1940) found they made up 6e23 percent by volume and 
63036 percent by frequenoye Chenault (1940) lists some 
plants for south Texas which he says are nvaluable to bobwhite 
as green food" but he does not give the amount eaten of this 
kind of food., Green herbage generally seems to be a larger 
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item. of food in the south and southeast than it does he:r:e .. 
This might be expected because of the greater availability of 
greens there as a result of .m.ueh .m.ilder and wetter winters 
which would favor their growth. 
For three of the ga.m.e types, cul ti va.ted grain was not-
iceably uniform. in volume, but in the .m.ixedgrass type the 
volume used was very high because of the large am.cunt of 
sorgum eaten. Most of the cultivated grain taken by quail 
in western Oklahoma was sorgu.m., and other cultivated foods 
were usually minor by comparison with it.. Little farming is 
done in the western Oklahoma bottom.land type 1 hence little 
grain would be available in that co.m.m.unity. It must be remem-
bered that this high percentage volume and percentage fre--
quenoy shown by the grains for the hunting season of 1950 
might not hold for other seasons, or possibly even the sa.m.e 
season of other years. 
In Missouri, oern and sorgum .m.ade up about 28 percent 
of the quail diet (Korschgen, 1948), in Virginia cultivated 
grains made up about 25 percent (Baldwin and Handley, 1946), 
in Kentucky corn amounted to about 9 percent (Barbour, 1951), 
and in south Texas sorgum comprised about 11 percent (Lehmann 
and Ward, 1941). Grains, therefore, appeared to be an impor-
tant fraction of the diet during the winter months in all of 
the states referred to. Nevertheless, in the states mentioned, 
except Missouri, cultivated grains were lower in percentage 
volume than in western Oklahoma. Other eastern studies show 
cultivated food material to be used even less by quail. In 
Florida and Georgia, for example, all cultivated plants, 
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whether cereal grains or not, varied in volume each month be-
tween 60) percent and le6 percent from November to February 
inclusive (Stoddard, 1931)0 Another study of the southeastern 
states showed cereals a.mounting to about 3 percent by volume 
during the winter (Davison, 1942)0 
The above indicates that in western Oklahoma the bobwhite 
probably eats greater quantities of cultivated grain in winter 
than it does over much of its rangee The reason probably is 
due to the differing land-use as between the West. and :ma.st. 
Gultivated grains appeared to be more eaten here because of 
the greater availability of them and the lesser availability 
of alternate foods as compared with the Easto The difference 
in time of harvest of grains, and in time when bobwhite were 
killed for study 9 may also be responsible for the differing 
uses of grains e 
The last class of food considered in Table 2 is that of 
legume seedso As has been noted with other foods, the mixed-
grass and the bottomland game types differed considerably as 
to the amount of legume seed taken by quail.. In the bottom-
land legumes made up an appreciable volume of the total food 
because of the amounts of s.ma.11 wildbean which were usede 
The latter appears to be more abundant in the bottomland., The 
greater eonsumption of legumes in that community is due pro-
bably to greater availability which in turn is due to greater 
abundancee 
The lower volume of cultivated grain taken by the bobwhite 
in other regions of' the nation seems to be offset there by 
a rise in volume of legumes 9 whether wild or cultivatedo In 
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the southeastern United States the amount of legumes eaten 
see.ms especially high as com.pared to western Oklahoma.. In 
Florida and Georgia it varied from. about 23 percent to 52 
percent during the winter .months (Stoddard)) 1931), whereas 
in the southeast in general it was about 62 percent (Davison 9 
1942)0 In Missouri 1 legumes accounted for 2804 percent of 
the late fall and early winter quail food (Korschgen 9 1948) .. 
These volumes contrast sharply with the small a.mounts of 
legume .material found in all but the bottom.land type in 
western Oklaho.mao 
Obanges in ,Food Use Over a Short Period 
It was impossible to learn definitely if the proportions 
of different foods varied with the seasons through the year 
because .most of the crops upon which this inquiry is based 
were taken during the open hunting season, a relatively short 
period of the year .. But 9 since it was desired to weigh this 
contingency tentatively~ a comparison was .made between the 
crops from early in the hunting season and those from a later 
periodo The .mixedgrass game type was selected as an exa.mpleo 
The nine foods eaten in greatest quantity were selected for 
co.mparisono These nine species accounted for 82o2 percent of 
the total volume of all crops from. the mixedgrass areac 
Table .3 presents the percentage volumes and frequencies 
of the food .materials used by November-killed birds as com= 
pared to ones from. December and Januaryo The percentages are 
given as the ratio of food eaten in the early~ or later$ 
season to that eaten during the whole studyo Since .more 
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specimens were at hand for November than for the later period, 
the percentages cannot be immediately compared. This is be-
cause the ratios of each period are taken from a co.mm.on base 
the total food eaten during the whole study. The number of 
December-January crops equalled only 056 of the number of 
November cropso Therefore, to make the figures comparable, 
the percentages for November were multiplied by e56. , 4. 
Except in the case of sorgum, the percentage volumes 
given in Table 3 are so low that to draw definite conclusions 
from them is unwarrantedo Contrary to expectations, the vol-
ume of sorgum increased with the passage of time. Sumac did 
not increase later in the winter, as might have been expected, 
since some writers say that it is eaten in greater amounts 
when other foods become scarce (Stoddard, 1931; Leopold, 1933). 
Greens were used more at the later period; perhaps winter-
growing vegetation is more abundant later in the wintero The 
customary explanation for a decline in volume, or frequency, 
with advance of' the season is a decline in availability. 
However, sorgum,9 ragweeds, and sunflowers should have declined 
as much in availability as the other foods; nevertheless, 
their volumes and frequencies increased or remained about 
static with the passage of timeo Therefore, other factors 
than availability may be responsible for decline in amount 
eaten of one food and lack of decline in another. Apparently, 
either the availability of sorgum, ragweed, and sunflowers 
declined more slowly than some of the other foods, or the 
former were especially sought a~er by quaile Inasmuch as 
we know little of quail physiology or the change in availability 
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of different foods i it seems impossible to explain now the 
true reason for these apparent trendse 
Table Jo Status of Nine Quail Foods Eaten During Different 
Periods in the Mixedgrass Game Type., 
(G.iv.en as. per.·ce.nta~es of the total food eaten 











Nov..,---21 - 28 
( 66 Birds) 
Volume Frequency 
2.,8 6 .. 7 
1.,0 503 
0,.9 4.,8 
0.,6 6 .. 4 
o .. 6 0 .. 5 
0.,5 8.,0 
0 .. 2 Oe5 
T 3.,2 
T 2.,7 
Dec., 28 = Jan., 29 




1 .. 3 4.,8 
0 T 
0.,2 1 .. 0 
T 5.,2 
0 0 
1 .. 0 5.,7 
T 1 .. 9 
The environment of quail~ therefore, changes not only 
fro.m. place to place 9 but from time to time., Other writers 
have com..m.ented on the change in bobwhite food habits with 
change in season (Stoddard 3 1931; Davison, 1949; Errington 
and Hamerstrom 9 1936)., The data presented (Table 3) see.m. 
to bear out the idea of change in environmental conditions~ 
but insufficient results are present to show how the quail 
diet varies here from year to year, or over longer periodse 
We can conjecture that it undoubtedly does, and a comparison 
of the results of Davison (1935) for the shinnery oak vrl.th 
those given in this report seems to point in the direction 
of .marked change., 
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of different foods~ it seems impossible to explain now t;he 
true reason for these apparent trends., 
Table Jo Status of Nine Quail Foods F.aten During Different 
Periods in the Mixedgrass Game Typee 
(Given as pereenta~es of the total food eaten 











Nov,r--21 - 28 
( 66 Birds) 
Volume Fr~queney 
2 .. 8 6e7 
1 .. 0 5eJ 
0 .. 9 4.,8 
o .. 6 604 
Oe6 0 .. 5 
Oe5 800 
0 .. 2 Oo5 
T 3.,2 
T . 2 .. 7 
Dec., 28 = Jan .. 29 
( 37 Birds) 
.Volume FI,-equency 
15.,1 14 .. 8 
T 1 .. 9 
1.,3 4.,8 
0 T 
0 .. 2 1.,0 
T 5 .. 2 
0 0 
1 .. 0 5 .. 7 
T 1 .. 9 
The environment of quailll therefore~ changes not only 
from place to plaoe 9 but from time to timee Other writers 
have commented on the change in bobwhite food habits with 
change in season (Stoddards 1931; Davison, 1949; Errington 
and Hamerstrom, 1936)., The data presented (Table 3) seem 
to bear out the idea of change in environmental conditions, 
but insufficient results are present to show how the quail 
diet varies here from year to year, or over longer periods .. 
We can conjecture that it undoubtedly does, and a comparison 
of the results of Davison (1935) for the shinnery"oak with 
those given in this report seems to point in the direction 
of marked cha.ngeo 
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Number of Kinds of Foode 
Another clue to the variability of the environment is 
gained from a different analysis of the datao A study was 
made of the average number of kinds of food eaten by bobwhite 
in the different game types (Table 4). Although these differ-
ences in the average numb er of kinds of food eaten may not 
seem great 9 they still .may be quite importanto For example, 
the birds ate 50 peroent more kinds of food in the shortgrass 
region than they did in the mixedgrass region0 Apparently, 
either a greater variety of satisfactory foods was present and 
available in certain types~ or the quantity of satisfactory 
food was sufficiently scarce that the birds ate many differ-
ent food mater.ials in order to secure enough for subsistence. 
According to Davison (1942}, a large variety of foods in 
the quail crops indicates poor quail rangeo That is, he 
assumes the birds have to eat a large variety of materials to 
keep from starvinge However, Duck and Fletcher (oao 1944) 
found the sandsage type, where there is much diversity in 
kinds of food, to have a much higher density of quail than 
the mixedgrass type, and my observations suggested the same 
thingo Therefore, such a diversity of foods taken may suggest 
poor stands of any one speciesB but not necessarily range 
that is poor as a wholee 
There are other reasons for asswning the environment 
usually to be stronger if a variety of plants are presento 
For example 9 in the event of drought, snows, heavy grazing, 
or other conditions making food unavailable, there would be 
a greater chance that some plants would still be able to 
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meet the particular conditions and produce foodo Since it is 
well-known that th'e bobwhite uses a great number of different 
foods throughout its continental range, it seems that the 
taking of numerous kinds of food in one locality could be 
regardedj more properly, as an expression of the adaptability 
of the birds rather than necessarily an indication of inferior 
:rangee For these reasons given above 9 the ..mi:x:edgrass 
region of Oklahoma is considered less desirable from the stand= 
point of quail foods than several of' the other game typese 
Table 4e The Average Number of Kinds of' Food Eaten by Bobwhite 
in Northwestern Oklahoma According to Game Cover Typeo 
(Based on 701 aropse} 
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The information contained in Table 4 suggests that the num-
ber of kinds of' food eaten$ in contra.st to the volumes~ in 
western Oklahoma varies noticeably from one vegetal type to 
anotherc That it also varies within one and the same comm.unity 
with passage of time appears likely from Table 5,. Here 9 witin 
a brief periodi the average number of kinds of food eaten by 
bobwhite in two different co.mm.unities declined perceptibly0 
Perhaps other areas would have shown the same resulte Percent= 
agewisej the decline was greater in the mixedgrass.. This evi= 
dences although based on a limi tea. number of crops 9 seems to 
substantiate the decline in variety of quail foods with the 
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advance of the winter season noted by other writers (Davison, 
1949; Errington and Ham.erstrom, 1936) e This appears to be an 
ex.ample of the seasonal fluctuation in the status of the food 
of most animals discussed by Dice (1952)e 
The larger number of foods eaten at the earlier dates, 
when availability is greater, again does not seem to indicate 
that quail eat a greater variety of materials because of nec-
essityo The greater percentage decline in types of food in 
the mixedgrass area probably shows that the food supply was 
aontracting more rapidly thereo 
The sandy regions, as the sandsage type, are prone to 
soil disturbanceo Also, the sandy soils have a greater supply 
of water available for the growth of plants (Weaver and 
Clements, 1938}.,. These two factors seem to permit a larger 
variety of plants in the sandsage type because more success-
ional stages, and more niches in all stages, are presento 
Land-use practices and soil moisture, therefore, apparently 
are responsible for the greater number of kinds of food eaten 
by bobwhite in the sandsage 3 shortgrassj and bottomland types. 
Table 5o The Average Number of Kinds of Food Eaten by Bob-
white During Different Periods in Western Oklahoma. 
Mixedgrass Type Novo 21=28 (66 crops) Deco 28-Jano 29 (37 crops) 
Sandsage Type Novo 20-28 (42 crops) Deco 27-Jano 16 (64 crops) 
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Averager\A.m.dtint of Food Eaten 
Other information on food status in the different game 
cover types is given according to average volume of food con-
tained in the crops of quail at the time they were killed 
(Table 6)0 Four of the five game cover types show a rather 
consistent average amount of foode In the fifth~ the mixed-
grass types about one=third less was eaten per bird than in 
the other typese Several explanations of this appear possibles 
In the mixedgrass region~ perhaps either the birds could not 
secure more to eat 3 or they did not need to because their 
nutritional requirements were satisfiedo Chemical analyses 
and feeding experiments involving the foods eaten in each 
type appear necessary to understand the nutritiousness of 
the different dietso Other lines of evidence given earlier 
indicate that there is perhaps less variety of available 
food in the mixed.grass communityo There is a temptation to 
say that a smaller quantity l) also~ of food is available~ 
but I have insufficient evidence to know if that is trueo 
For the present~ this departure in average amount of food 
eaten in the mixed.grass type is pointed out to show the 
considerable gaps in our knowledge of bobwhite ecologyo At 
any rate, it is clear that the mixedgrass game type differs not-
iceably from the other vegetal types considered so far as quail 
food is concerned., 
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Table 60 The Average .8.mount of Food in the Crops of Bobwhite 
in Northwestern Oklahoma j According to Game Cover 
Type$ 
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Tables 7 to 11 inclusive give the results of the food 
habits analyses when segregated according to the game types 
recognized .. Six foods, sorgum, ragweed, bumelia, sum.p-
weed, spurges, and sumac, made up about three-fourths of 
the total food by volume in the sandsage game type during the 
period studied (Table 7)0 Sorgum constituted a far larger 
proportion of the bobwhite diet at that time than any other 
foodo Three of these kinds of plants, ragweed, sumpweed, 
and the spurges, are undesirable when they are weedso The 
status of ani~al matter and green food in the various eco= 
logic communities was discussed earlier {Table 2)o 
In the sandsage game type, ragweed had the highest 
frequency~ followed in descending order by sorgum, panic-
grasses ~ sand paspalum, green herbage, and crotons. A 
high frequency shows that a large proportion of the birds 
examined. ate some of the given food... A high frequency but 
a low volume$ such as is given for crotons~ may indicate 
a wide distribution for a plant but one nowhere abundant .. 
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Hence, a number of birds would have access to such a food 
but would not be able to eat any quantity of it., A high 
frequency may, of course 3 suggest a number of other things 
as well. It may be that the food is widely dispersed 3 and 
even abundant, but that only a small amount satisfies some 
physiological requirement. The low volume but high freq= 
uency of green herbage (Table 7) may be indicative of this 
last point. A number value integrating percentage volume 
and percentage frequency, such as was derived by Baumgartner 
et al .. (1952), no doubt has value but was not used here be-
cause of the difficulty in assigning proper weight to each 
term of the equatione 
A total of 63 identifiable kinds of food were eaten in 
the sandsage region., However~ as just indicated, most of 
the volume was accounted for by only a few of the food .mat-
erials present. The same relations held also for frequency., 
Of the 15 foods eaten in greatest volume, at least 10 
are from plants greatly increased, in general, by present 
land-use. .In fact, several of them would not even be grow-
ing here had they not been introduced by man., Of the 62 
kinds of food which were eaten, 33 are increased by present 
land-use practices, whereas 16 groups of plants are, in 
general, decreased. The status of the remaining 13 groups 
is not known by me in all cases; probably most of them are 
relatively little affected except by cultivation, spraying, 
or mowing. Thus, one sees that land-use may have an impor-
tant, all-pervading influence on availability of quail 
foods in this game typeo 
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The quail crops from the mixedgrass game type {Tac:e 8) 
showed an unexpected result, namely 9 that sorgum made up about 
two-thirds of the diet of the birds examined. Here again 9 it 
must be borne in mind that a series of crops from the spring 
or summer would probably give an entirely different result 
because of the reduced availability of sorgum during those 
seasons. The six foods ranking highest in volume made up 
82 percent of the total volume for this type, so far as this 
series of crops was cone ernedo 
Table 7. Early Winter Foods of Bobwhite in the Sandsage 
Game Type. 
(Based on 236 crops; total volume of food equalled 75400 cc'so) 
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Table 7. --Continued 
Kind of' Food % Volume % Frequency' 
Croton e2 24.3 
Cowpea .2 .9 
Dock .2 11., 5 
Oak .. 2 1 .. 3 
Small Wildbean .. 1 809 
Johnsongrass .1 7o2 
Bee-Plant .1 o9 
Western Indigo .1 4.,3 
Pricklepoppy .. 1 J oO 
Golden Weed .,1 6.0 
Tephrosia .1 2.1 
Wild Grape .1 1 .. 7 
Partridge Pea .. 1 4 .. 3 
Stillingia .. 1 .9 
Netleaf' Hackberry T .. 9 
Buf'f'alobur T le7 
Tickclover T e4 
Crabgrass and 
Fall Witchgrass T .,9 
Milkpea T e9 
Sedge T 7.,2 
Eriogonum T · e4 
Puccoon T 3.,4 
Mentzelia T 3.,8 
Cristatella T 2.,6 
Sweet Clover T ,.4 
Prairie clover T 1.,3 
Roundhead Lespedeza and 
Slender Lespedeza T 1.7 
Buttonweed T o4 
Redtop T .9 
Carpetweed T .,4 
Illinois Bundleflower T .. 4 
Alfalfa T .. 4 
Giant Sandgrass T 1 .. 3 
Indiangrass T 1.3 
Buffalogourd T .,4 
Neptunia T o4 
Uni dentified 0.1 5 .. 1 
Foods showing a high volume also showed a high frequency. On 
the other hand$ some items were hi gh in frequency but low in 
volume$ as for example $ sand paspalwn. and animal matter o 
There is no greater proportion of sorgum farming in the 
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mixedgrass type than in shortgrass type. Therefore, it is 
not possible to attribute the high percentage volume of sor-
gum. in the mixedgrass type quail crops entirely to the acreage 
. 
of it being grown. It may be that cultivated foods are more 
available in the mixedgrass region than in the shortgrass 
region because of a better dispersion of covere Field obser-
vations indicate more and better distributed cover in the 
northern half of the mixedgrass type (from whence most of 
the quail crops were taken) as compared to the relatively 
coverless High Plains occupied by the shortgrass type .. 
Table 80 Early Winter Foods of Bobwhite in the Mixedgrass 
Game Type 
(Based on .410 .crops; .total .volume of .food equalled 4z4.6 .cc 's.) 
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Whatever the cause of the high proportion of sorgum in the 
quail crops from the mixedgrass type, it is probably corre-
lated with the low average number of kinds of foods and the 
low average volume of food eaten in that co.mm.unity noted 
earlier (Tables 4 and 5). 
l-t8 
A total of 58 identifiable kinds of material was eaten 
in the mixedg:rass game type, or a total number similar to that 
eaten in the sandsage area., Of these 58 materials, 35 are in= 
creased and nine are decreased in abundance by current land-
useo Fourteen are either not affected by man's activities 
or their relation to them is not known by mea This suggests 
that a greater proportion of the quail foods in the mixedgrass 
region than in the sandsage area was from plants increased 
by present land-use., Since only a few of the species furnish-
ing food were relatively unaffected$ one begins to appreciate 
the impact of man on the quail environment in another region., 
In Table 9 s dealing with the sho:rtgrass type, it can be 
seen that the six foods ranking highest in volume made up 
77o5 percent of the total 1 or a figure similar to the sand-
sage and rnixedgrass areas., Two of the first six i terns, sand 
paspalurn and mentzelia~ occupied a much higher position than 
in the two game types previously discussedo Although sorgum 
is grown as extensively in the shortgrass type as in the 
mixedgrass area (Oklahoma State Board for Vocational Education, 
1950) 9 it was considerably scarcer in the quail crops from 
the shortgrass for the season here reported& Many birds con-
sumed pigweed and lamb's-quarter, green herbage~ and animal 
matter~ but only small amountse 
Of the total of 63 identifiable foods eaten in the short= 
grass area, JO are increased by present land=useJ 19 are de= 
creased 9 and the other 14 are not affected or their status 
is unknown., Although fewer crops were analyzed from this 
vegetation type, the total number of foods eaten is as high 
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as from the sandsage area, and higher than from the .mixedgrass 
area (Table 8). The number of foods affected by land=use in 
the shortgrass type was about the same as from the sandsage 
type. However, the number of species which are increasers 
was considerably greater among the mixedgrass foods; corres-
pondingly, the number of deoreasers was considerably lower 
in the mixedgrass type as compared to the shortgrass com-
munity., This suggests that land management practices have 
a much more pronounced effect on quail food plants in the 
mixedgrass game type than they do in the shortgrass game type., 
The remaining game types, the shinnery oak and the bottom.-
land, were represented by fewer crops. The results of the 
quail food habits analyses for the shinnery oak type (Table 
10) show that sorgum. and ragweed were again the items highest 
Table 9., Early Winter Foods of Bobwhite in the Shortgrass 
Type., 
(Based. on. l.39 .01:ops; .total .volume . eaten, 411.1 cc' s .. ) . 
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in volume for the period studiede As would be expected 3 
acorns were a large factor in the diet during this period 
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of the year but probably would not be at some other seasonse 
Davison (1935) 9 on the contrary, did not even find that acorns 
were among the twenty-five major quail foods in this game 
types during any season 9 when he made his investigationo The 
six foods highest in volume (Table 10) made up 77o3 percent 
of the volume of all foods~ an amount remarkably consistent 
with the total represented by the six highest items in the 
other game types here considered. 
It can be seen also that the frequencies of the different 
foods in the shinnery region were much more nearly similar 
and uniform than was the case for the other regions already 
noteda Since the size of the food item influences the volume 
of the item~ the ·percentage volume of acorns is high even 
though the percentage frequency is moderatee Some of the 
small-seeded plants of wide distributionj for example~ bristle= 
grass and pigweed and lamb's-quarter~ are represented by high 
frequencies although the volumes are low. 
A total of 42 identifiable kinds of food were eaten in 
the shinnery game typeo This was a large numberj but again 
only a few kinds accounted for the bulk of the foode Because 
many fewer crops were analyzed 9 a comparison with the game 
types just discussed is unwarrantedo Twenty=three of these 
foods are from plants recognized as inoreasers; the percentage 
of increasers is greater than in all types except the mixed-
grasso 
Quail crops from the bottom.land type exhibited a 
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considerable divergence as to food content from those of the 
other regions., In this type two legumes were among the six 
foods highest in volumes (Table 11).. Other differences were 
that neither ragweed nor sorgum. was in the list of these six 
foods. Although based on a small number of crops, the dietary 
of quail from this area seems to differ markedly from that 
o.f quail in the other comm.uni ties. Possible reasons for this 
were given previously when discussing the classes of food 
eaten in each type (Table 2). Only two woody species con-
tributed appreciably to the food volume during the period 
when the crops were collected .. These species were aromatic 
sumac and bum.eliae Foods from woody plants might have been · 
expected to make up a higher volume, or even frequenoyj than 
they did. In the southeastern United States, Stoddard (1931) 
Table 10. Early Winter Foods of Bobwhite in the Shinnery 
Oak Type • 
. . . . . (:Sa$ecl. .on.68 .cl'opeq .total .food eaten .411 .. 9 cc•s.) 
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found that the seeds of pine trees alone ooourred with about 
50 percent frequency. 
Although fewer crops were studied from the bottomland 
than from the shinnery area, more kinds of foods were eaten 
in the former. Forty-nine identifiable kinds of food were 
taken in the bottomland game type 9 and about 50 percent of 
these are increased by present land-use o Thus 9 a smaller 
percentage of the foods was from inoreasers in the bottom-
land and short grass comm.uni ties than in the other· comm.uni ties., 
Numerous analyses of bobwhite quail crops have been made 
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elsewhere in th.e United Statese A comparison of' the results 
of some other authors with those found here, as regards spe-
cific kinds of' food, shows that the bobwhite diet is extremely 
variable on a continental basis e Even when the same plant 
occurs in some abundance in several different parts of the 
nation, there is no assurance that it is an important food 
. 
for quail in one area just because it was in anothere For 
instance 9 Stoddard (1931) found that partridge pea occurred 
in the crops or gizzards of about 70 percent of the birds he 
exam.inede. Although several species of partridge pea were 
used in the southeast, the frequency of partridge _pea in 
quail crops was much greater there than in western Oklahoma.. 
As other examples of variability of diet, tephrdsia showed a 
Table 11. Early Winter Food of Bobwhite in the Bottom.land 
Type o 
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high frequency in Stoddar.d' s inquiry and an extremely low one 
in this inquiry. Nevertheless, both tephrosia and partridge 
pea are fairly comm.on in western Oklahoma., particularly in the 
sandsage game type~ 
Other examples of specific differences in ohoioe of food 
by bobwhites in different areas, as opposed to differences in 
classes of foodll may be mentioned. Barbour (1951) in a report 
on the winter food of 331 quail from Kentucky showed introduced 
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lespedezas to have a high volume. Since introduced lespedezas 
are grown only on a very limited scale in western Oklahoma$) 
they were of no consequence as food. Gray (1940) found that 
440 quail collected in winter in Alabama had eaten a high 
volume of comm.on lespedeza (an introduced plant) and of 
tickclover, whereas these plants are extremely rare in north-
western Oklahoma. Gray also found, contrary to the present 
results, that partridge pea had a high volume but paspalum. 
grasses a low volum.eo .The foods occurring in highest volume 
in 5,472 crops f'rom Missouri as reported by Korschgen (1948) 
were Korean lespedeza,., corn, common ragweed, and sorgumo Al-
though all of these grow in western Oklahoma.$) only sorgum is 
abundant, while the other three species are uncommon or rare. 
Perhaps partly as a result of' this, only sorgum. was found in 
this investigation to be an important food during the inter-
val studiedo 
Introduced lespedezas, cowpeas, and soybeans, all culti= 
vated plants, were leading foods by volume in the study of' 
Davison (1942) of 5,889 crops from the southeastern states., 
A small amount of cowpeas are grown in northwestern Oklahoma 
but they did not appear in other than very small quantities 
in the quail diet in this region. Lehmann and Ward (1941) 
analyzed 565 crops collected during the winter in southwestern 
Texas., They found Texas panicgrass, sorgum., and erotons to 
have the highest volume in their series of crops. Two of' the 
orotons mentioned by Lehmann and Ward are often abundant here 
but both made a poor growth during the summer of 1950., Never-
theless, they did occur sparingly in the crops analyzed for 
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the present studyo Texas panicgrasss on the other hand, does 
not grow in northwestern Oklahom:i.., 
These studies of quail provender in other parts of the 
nation show that many plants important elsewhere did not rank 
high either in volume, or in frequency, for the region here 
being considered., The bobwhite, thus, is highly adaptable 
in its food habits, as would be expected of a widely ranging 
bird. 
Since the crops from western Oklahoma which were dis-
cussed by Baumgartner, et al .. (1952) and Lee {1948) are in---. 
eluded in the compilations given in this report~ it is not 
possible to compare their results with my own as far as 
specific foods are concernedG The quail crops from the 
shinnery oak community analyzed by Davison (1935) can, however~ 
be compared., Many of the foods listed by Davison as of major 
importance were eaten in small quantities or not at all by the 
quail examined for the present workG Davison found tephrosia 9 
tickclover 1 scurfpea, black locust, partridge pea, tragia, 
and tumbleweed of importancea None of these showed any apprec-
iable volume or frequency in .my results for the shinnery oak 
type., Some of the other food .materials he called important 
showed a high volume or frequency in my study., Examples of 
these latter plants are ragweeds) sumpweed~ dayflower, and 
sumacs., Therefore, the difference between the results of 
food habits analyses given by Davison and those given here 
for the shinnery type may serve to stress the variations in 
diet from one period of time to anothero 
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Adequacy of Food Sample Size 
The method described earlier was used for approximating 
the number of quail crops which should be analyzed from. the 
sandsage gam.e type. This type was selected as an example to 
test the methodo From this comm.unity, 235 quail crops had 
already been analyzed.. An inspection of the relative quan-
tities of the fifteen principal foods eaten by these 235 
birds showed that sorgum. was most variable as to volumeo Sor-
gum., therefore, was taken as establishing the number of crops 
which should be analyzedo Pr.esumably a sample large enough 
to show the status of the .most variable food would be large 
enough to show the status of each of the less variable foods. 
The mean amount of sorgum. and the variance were computed 
.··1·' 
only for those crops which contained sorgumo It was found 
th~t this was necessary in order to have the amounts of sor-
gum form a normal curve .. 
Of the 235 crops analyzed from the sandsage, 91 contain-
ed sorgum in measurable amounts.. The mean amount of sorgum. 
occurring in these 91 crops was 2.636 oo's 9 and the variance 
was 4.71 .. Substituting the quantities in the equation already 
given, and solving the equation for n, one w:>uld have the -
followingi 
:: (2) 2 (4.71)/(..527-0) 2 
:: 18,.84/e277 
= 68 
Therefore, one would have to analyze crops until he had 
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completed a series in which about 70 contained sorgu.m.e This 
would bring one within 20 percent 1 or Oe527 cc's~ of the true 
.mean amount of sorgum at the 95 percent confidence levele If' 
it were desired to be within 10 percent of the true .mean 
amount of sorgum with the s a.me degree of confidence, then it 
would be necessary to analyze a series of which about 270 
crops contained sorgu.m.e 
Since ninety-one of the crops in the series analyzed 
fro..(11 this ga.m.e type contained sorgum.ll in contrast to the 
seventy which would have had to contain it 9 it was concluded 
that .more crops had been analyzed than necessary for the 
year, season 9 and ecologic comm.unity here considerede If' 
one were concerned with birds from. another season or year 
or comm.unity the required sample size would have to be re-
computed for another representative series of speci.m.ense 
DESCRIPTION OF PLANTS 
Criteria of Useful Plants 
Criteria wich are given in the list below were estab-
lished for judging the possible usefulness of the different 
plants investigatede Their order in the list does not nee= 
essarily imply the relative rank of importance attached to 
themo Some of the points overlap others; for example~ a 
plant valuable to a farmer is implied to be free generally 
of the qualities of a noxious weed, and other examples 
might be gi veno The criteria follow: 
lo Value to agriculturistso 
2o Value to quailo 
Jo Adaptability to climateo 
4 .. Adaptability to soils o 
5o Ease of propagation. 
60 Relatively long life spano 
7o Competitive abilityo 
80 Tolerance to biotie influences other than competitiono 
9o Lack of pestiferous qualities. 
These criteria need little elaboration; briefly, they 
seem to reduce to three generalizationse First, a plant 
species should fill an available niche in the habitats pre-
sent in northwestern Oklahoma. Next, a species should be of 
sufficient value to agriculturists to encourage wide useo 
And lastly, the species should be of considerable value to 
quail or other wildlife for food and/or covero It may be 
presumed that a native species has already proven itself' 
acceptable on the first score and 9 therefore, has a great 
advantage over introduced specieso In regard to the second 
60 
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generalization, a plant 1.1':lei"'ul to farmers f'o:r more than one 
purpose ordinarily has an advantage as to acceptance over 
a plant that has fewer uses.. N3 for the third general:lzation~ 
the values of many plant species to q~ail or other wildlife 
are only beginning to become knowna Usually~ plants val=. 
uable to quail for both food and cover were given preference 
over those furnishing only the one requirement or the other o 
Annuals were disregarded in almost all cases because of the 
expense of propagating theme 
Other writers 11 including Graham (1941), Edm.inister (1950) 1 
Leopold (1933)i and Van Dersal (1938), have discussed criteria 
used in evaluating plants for improving care of the land or 
as to usefulness to wildlife.. Many of their criteria are the 
same~ or similar to those given abovee 
Ecology of Suitable Species 
After considering the criteria established heres 51 
species were selected as having some potential value for the 
purposes desir edo The 51 species are those listed in Table 
12 and in several tables following. Future information may 
reveal species superior to many of those listedo Some addi-
tional plants were considered as being generally satisfactory 9 
but further study of them seemed necessary before they could 
be recommended., Unfortunately s few of the 51 speci,;;s rating 
well on the other criteria given were found to provide appreo= 
iable amounts of quail food.c Further study may show that 
these species are valuable quail food species. 
Site Relati-ons. 
Certain site relations of' the 51 species judged potentially 
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suitable for improvement of quail environment are given in 
Table 12. Much of this .material dealing with the soil texture 
tolerances is taken from. the published literatureo It is 
apparent that none of the species is adapted solely to soils 
with a clay textureo Because sandy and loamy soils predom-
inate in the region studied, many of the native and natural-
ized plants are most tolerant of the lighter soilso As would 
be assumed, those plants adapted to a variety of oo il types 
have generally the largest continental rangeo Most trees and 
shrubs are intolerant of clay in regions of low rainfallo In 
general, it can be said that the larger the plant the deeper 
the roots ordinarily penetrate and consequently the looser 
the soil must be to permit percolation of water., Thus, 
although switchgrass, a tallgrass, tolerates many soils, it 
makes its best growth here on lighter ones, and the same is 
true of most trees and shrubs., Usually, thereforej the 
species requiring more water tend to prefer the sandy soils 
since such soils are less droughty (Weaver and Clements 9 
1938) o The only two plants in the list which prefer heavy 
soils in the region here considered are western wheatgrass 
and Missouri milkvetche 
-The drought tolerances of the plants (to climatic drought) 
given in Table 12 are relativeo They refer to the drought 
resistance of the plant as compared to others of its growth 
forme But 1 even the plants indicated not to be drought 
tolerant are nevertheless quite resi~tant to droughts for 
otherwise they would not satisfy the criteria of being adapted 
to the regional climateo 
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Table 12. Some Site Relations of Plants Potentially Suitable 
. for Environmental Improvement 
Soil 
Plant Texture Drought Shade 
.. 'rolerr:;nces .. _ .'l,1olera.nt .... Tolerant_ 
GRASSES 
Blue Pani cgrass Sandy No No 
Sand Lovegrass Sandy· Yes Yes 
Sand Paspalum. Sandy, Loamy Yes .. No 
Scribner's Panicgrass Sandy Yes Yes 
Swi t chgra s s Broad No No 
Tall Dropseed Broad· No No 
Texas Bluegrass Sandy, Loamy Yes, Yes 
Western Wheatgrass Loamy, Clay Yes No 
. ' .. . ' . 
HERBACEOUS LEGUMES 
Austrian Winterpea Broad No No 
C ic er Mi lkvet ch Loamy-? No Unknown 
Groundplum Milkvetoh Broad No Yes 
Hairy Vetch Sandy, Loamy No No 
Illinois Bundleflower Broad No No 
Leadplant Arn.orpha. Broad· No No 
Missouri Milkvetch Loam7, Olay Yes Partly 
Sainfoin Loamy=? No Unknown 
Sensitivebrier Broad Yes No 
Silky Prairie~c1over Sandy Yes No 
Slim.flower Scurfpea Broad Yes No 
Tephrosia Sandy No No 
Wand Lespedeza Sandy, Loamy No No 
Western Indigo -- Sandy Yes Partly 
Yellow Sweetclover Broad No No 
OTBER HERBS 
Berlandier Daisy Sandy No No 
Engelmann Daisy Broad No No 
Erect Dayflower Sandy No Yes 
Gayfeather Broad Yes No 
Missouri Goldenrod Broad No No 
Pitcher Sage Broad· No Unknown 
Scarlet Gaura Sandy, Loamy Yes No 
Wild Four O '-clock Sandy, Loamy Yes No 
SHRUBS AND TREES 
Aromatic Sumac Broad Yes No 
Amur Honeysuckle Broad Yes No 
Austrian Pine Sandy ii Loamy No Unknown 
Black Locust Sandy~ Loamy Yes Yes 
Bladclel"senria . Sandy, !A>amy Yes Partly. 
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Ta.ble .l~. --Continued 
Soil 
Plant Texture Drought Shade 
. ToleranceS!. . .Tolerant ... Tolerant 
Bum.elia Sandy, Loamy No Partly 
Chinese Elm Broad· Yes Yes 
Comm.on Buokthorn Sandy, Loamy No No 
Eastern Redcedar Sandy, Loamy Yes Yes 
European Privet Broad No Yes 
Jujube Sandy, Loamy Yes Unknown 
Lacebark ··Elm Broad No Yes 
Matrimony Vine Broad Yes Unknown 
Osage Orange Sandy, Loamy Yes No 
Russian Mulberry Sandy; Loamy Yes Partly 
Sand Plum Sandy, Loamy Yes No 
Smooth Sumac Broad No Yes 
Trifoliate Orange Sandy, Loamy No Unknown 
Winterberry Euonymus Sandy, Loamy Yes Unknown 
VINE 
Trum.petoreeper . .SEJ.ndy, .Loa.my .. No. No 
Site factors, as well as all other environmental influences, 
interact with each other so as to modify the responses of or-
ganisms (Dice, 1952; Leopold, 1931; Hanson, 1950)0 This can 
be seen with respect to the water requirements of plants o For 
~xamplej much of the brushy vegetation of western Oklahoma 
is on the s~ndier areaso But some of the species character-
istic of the brushy types, as sand plum, will grow well on 
harder soil to the east under conditions of heavier rainfall. 
Because of this interaction of physical influences, therefore, 
it is difficult to separate the water requirements of plants 
from their soil texture requirements. 
Knowledge of stratification as a principle of community 
organization helps one to determine how a plant can best be 
used by ma.no Stratification is one other principle affecting 
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the niche which a plant can fill in a given community (Allee 
~ alo, 1949). With some knowledge of the shade tolerances 
of a species, it is possible to conjecture what stratum, or 
layer~ the species will occupy either naturally or after being 
plantedo Consequentlyj information on the shade tolerances 
of the 51 selected species is given where known (Table 12)o 
Even though the typical grassland species is subjected 
to an abundance of intense lighti some are low-growing and 
therefore live much of the time in the shade of other plants .. 
The groundplum. milkvetch, Missouri milkvetch, and western 
indigo are of this type (Table 12) .. Conceivably~ they could 
be planted in mixtures with grain crops and of course with 
range grasses o The shrubs or shorter trees i to be successful, 
must be partially tolerant to shade if planted in the interior 
of a shelterbelt or other sites relatively deficient in light. 
It is noticeable that even among the trees and shrubs few 
are shade tolerant (Table 12) 9 suggestive of adaptation to 
grassland conditions of lighto 
Land-Use Responseo 
The usual land-use response of the 51 species apparently 
suitable for land management and improvement of the quail 
environment is given in Table 13. This material 2 in all but 
a few cases, is taken from the work of Engleman and Nelson 
(1948)6 Land-use response is used in the sense discussed by 
Dyksterhuis (1949)e That is 9 if existing land-use decreases 
the plant 9 it is called a decreaser; if a plant is increased by 
land=use, it is called an increasere Species established by 
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.m.an on al.most every site where found are listed as cultivatedo 
Aromatic sumac, smooth sumac, and sand plum increase 
under heavy grazing or soil disturbanceo Since heavy grazing 
is usually associated with soil erosion in northwestern Okla-
homa, it is perhaps fortunate that these shrubs do then 
increase and thereby help prevent wind erosione How~er, 
extensive brush control operations involving spraying, mowing, 
and beating are removing many -of the shrubs.. Figure ·6 shows 
a brush control operation and Figure 3 portrays the sand-
accumulating activities of aromatic sumac. 
Most of the plants are recognized as decreasers. This 
is especially true of the forbso In large part,. this is 
because these species are palatable to livestock and are there= 
fore reduced in numbers by them. Baumgartner (1945) has 
called attention to the pronounced effect of grazing on quail 
habitat in central Oklahoma; the same relation is undoubtedly 
true also ~or northwestern Oklahoma. Slim.flower scurfpea was 
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regarded as an increaser by Engle.man and Nelson (1948). It 
is probable that further study will show the plant to be a 
decreaser. 
Life History. 
Information is presented in Table 14 concerning the life 
history of plants which appear to satisfy the ori teria of 
usefulness established earlier. ln preparing the material 
on manner of reproduction (Table 14), several sources were 
consulted but the following were especially helpful: Bailey 
and Bailey (1941) 9 Gates (1937 and 1941), Johnson (1951a), 
and Van Dersal (1938). 
Manner 21. Reproduction.--The manner of reproduction in-
fluences the competitive ability of the species, the cost of 
maintaining a stand of the plants, and the possibility of the 
species becoming a pest. But, any species highly palatable 
to cattle is not likely to become a pest in northwestern 
Oklahoma no matter how aggressive its reproduction and growth 
because of the heavy rates of grazing which have prevailed 
in the region for many years. 
A number of the shrubs and trees spread by underground 
systems in contrast to the grasses and forbs o The three main 
possibilities for use as a living fence in northwestern Okla-
homa, matrimony vine (Figure 9), trifoliate orangej and 
comm.on jujube ( Figure 10) , . all sucker. Osage orange also 
spreads by underground roots and hence is not widely used any-
more in the region for a living fence or hedge. Smooth. sumao 9 
a good prospect for gully control, spreads by suokerse In 
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Berlandi er Daisy 
Engelmann Daisy 
~r~ct .P~yriqwer.. _ 
Manner of · Time Seed 
.Reproduction .... ___ .Sb.1:!.ttering.Complete4 
Seed, Rhizomes? Unknown · 
Seed January 1 
Seed September 1 
Seed March l 
Seed, Rhizomes April 15 
Seed· Unknown 
Seed; Rhizomes Unknown 
Seed, Rhizomes Unknown 
Seed Unknown 
Seed December 1 
Seed Unknown 
Seed Unknown 
Seed· April 1 
Seed, Rhizomes? .'Q"nknown 
Seed Unknown 
Seed· - - ·- Unknown· 
Seed; Rhizomes'? August 15 
Seed, Rhi zom.eS?- Unknown 
Seed; Rhizomes - Unknown 
Seed; Layering December 15 
Seed, Suckering April 1 
Seed February 1 
Seed Unknown 
Seed September 1 
Seed Unknown 
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this case suckering probably is an advantagee Two shrubs of 
worth as sand dune stabilizers are aromatic sumac and sand 
plum (Figure 11). Here again, spreading by underground roots 
may be desirable • 
It was found that in numerous cases semi-decumbent stems 
of tephrosia (Figure 12) had been covered by sand and had then 
taken root e Perhaps this layering of t ephrosia is quite com-
m.on because of the frequent exposure to wind-blown sand on 
the sandy areas where the species grows. In several instances 9 
plants of wand lespedeza were found spreading by what appeared , 
to be root sprouts 9 or suckersD The reproductive parts of 
wand lespedeza did not seem to be rhizomes although the latter 
would be more likely in the case of a herbaceous planto 
Time When Seed Shattering Was Com.pleted.,--Som.e inform.at ion 
bearing on the time at which almost all seeds or fruit have 
been shed from certain species meeting the established criter-
ia are presented in Table 14., While considering the time when 
seed shattering ceased in 1950-5ls it m.ust be kept in mind 
that because of weather conditions prevailing in other years 
the time of shattering .may differ., According to Park (1942) 9 
however 9 the variation from. year to year concerning the time 
at which seeds or fruits are shattered is slight., 
The data regarding seed shattering (Table 14) indicate 
that several of the species, for which information was avail-
able, hold their seed or f:ruit until March 1 9 or later. 
Thus 9 their food may be more available than if it is dropped 
early. When foods fall to the ground they are liable to rot, 
to be covered by so~l 9 to be eaten by rodents 9 or to otherwise 
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Figure 9. A colony of matrimony vine at the Field Station, 
Woodward, Oklahoma.e Picture taken in July, 1951, but the 
plants had defoliated after a draughty periods Note im-
penetrable mass of branches. 
Figure lOe Jujube spreading by suckers along a shallow ditch 
at Tucumcari, New Mexicoo Numerous smaller plants coming upe 
Note rather open growth form of larger individualse 
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Figure 11. A thicket of sand plum four miles nort.h of Fort 
Supply, Oklahoma, showing ground relatively unobstructed be-
low and heavier canopy overhead. Many thickets are denser 
than this one. 
Figure 12. A colony of tephrosia in bloom. Ten miles north-
east of Woodward, Oklahoma. Taller grasses, little bluestem; 
red sage at lower lefto Notebook at right suggests the scale. 
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beoome unavailable (Davison, 1949). Even so, many of these 
seeds ordinarily remain available to various animals with 
passage of the seasons (Baum.gras, 1943; Glading, Biswell, 
and Sm.i th, 1940)., Seeds or fruit lying on the ground, however, 
are likely to be eovered by snow or ice, and are then un-
available to quail {Errington, 1930; Leopold, 1931 and 1933)0 
Nevertheless, some of the more important winter foods of 
bobwhite in northwestern Oklahoma are shed early by the plants. 
Sand paspalum is an example of thiso Patterson (1952) sug-
gested that small seeds ( sueh as those of sand paspalum.) lying 
on the ground may first become covered with vegetation or soil; 
but, in late winter, if uncovered, they may become important 
foods,, According to him, the larger seeds or fruits may be 
so easily secured by various animals, in oomparison to the 
smaller items, that the supply of the former is exhausted-
early.. In spite of this, the small seeds of some plants were 
shed early but were not found in the crops analyzed for this 
report. Sensitivebrier was such an example {Table 14) e 
Therefore, it is difficult to reconcile the time of seed dis-
persal with the quail food habits as presently known. How-
ever that may be, it is probable that a.plant which gradually 
releases its food material through the winter and early 
spring is of superior value as a food producer for quail. 
The percentage of seeds or fruits retained on a plant 
at any time must be considered in the light of the total 
amount produced by that planto For exa.mple 9 Scribner's panio-
grass finished dropping its seeds about March 1, and the same 
was true of winterberry euonymus. But the former yields very 
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few seeds to begin with whereas the euonymus is a good-sized 
shrub which produces a heavy crop of fruit. No data were 
secured regarding correlation between ~he amount of avail-
able quail food produced by plant species and. the amount of 
that food consumed by quail. 
Two species yielding a heavy crop of fruit which remains 
on the plant until late are common buokthorn and European 
privet (Table 14) o Since these plants are being grown only 
experimentally, it was not possible to ascertain to what 
extent they 'WOuld be reliable late-winter bobwhite foods. 
- . . . . . 
Relative Abundance.,--Information concerning the relative 
abundance of species fulfilling the established criteria is 
given in Table 14., Four categories of relative abundance are 
recognized~ abundant~ co.nun.on$ frequent 9 and scarce. The 
abundance of certain trees and shrubs is considered only in 
relation to the abundance of other species of a woody nature. 
Likewise, the abundance of any herbaceous species is con-
sidered only in relation to the numbers of other species of 
a herbaceous nature., 
It is not surprising that no species tabulated, whatever 
the growth form, is classed as abundant and that few of them 
are classed as common. One reason for this can readily be 
found by comparing the relative abundance of a plant (Table 
14) with the land-use response of that plant (Table 13). 
Desirable species tend to be decreased by present use of the 
land$ or else are maintained only by cultivation. The only 
two woody plants which are common are both natives; however~ 
several introduced woody species are called frequent since 
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they have been 'Widely spread by man., 
Growth Form. .. --The direction in whir;h a plant grows (Table 
15), whether vertically$ horizontally 1 or obliquely, affects the 
usefulness of the species for controlling wind and water erosion., 
In general 11 the taller a plant the more it will retard wind 11 
other factors being equala Chinese elm, a tall treej) will 
be more effective in reduoing wind action than a small, erect 
plant such as Berlandier daisy e However~ dense stands of' 
decumbent or trailing plants may also offer protection against 
wind erosion but in a more local way., Thus 9 sensi ti veb:rier 
and western indigo are useful for lessening wind erosion 
when they grow in dense stands o Water erosionj) on the other 
hand 9 is often more effectively prevented by plants that grow 
either wholly near the surface of the soil, or at least by 
those which ba ve much of their foliage concentrated there e 
Table 15e The Characteristic Growth Form of Certain Plants 










































Leaves near ground 
Height five-six feet 
Very succulent 
Sm.all 1 delicate plant 
Fewj) small leaves 
Shrubby at base 
Small plant 
.Table 15 e -=Continued 
Species 
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Trifoliat e Orange 
Winterber:ry Euonymus 
WOODY VINE 
Trumpet ere eper 
Direction Density 







































































Many weak prickles 
Shrubby at base 
Stems become tough 
Retains dead leaves 
Defoliates early 
Stem unbranched 
S1ender 9 flimsy stems 
Stem unbranched 
About four feet tall 
Interlocking stems 
Open near ground level 
Becomes large tree 
Few branches 
Open near ground level 
Thorny 
Branches break easily 
Interlocking branches 
Weak· thorns 
Long , sharp thorns 
Open near ground level 
Open·below 
Long 9 short thorns 
Very large vine 
A dense system of roots near the surface of the SJ il is espec-
ially valuable in slowing water runoff. Some of the erect 
plantsj such as smooth sumac 1 are useful in this regard in 
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spite of their ereot manner of growth (Table 15). 
The density of the growth form is also important in 
arresting wind erosion as well as in providing wildlife covers 
For most kinds of small game, the denser plant growth pro= 
vides the better cover. Howeveri bobwhite prefer plant cover 
that is dense overhead and relatively open near the ground 
level (Stoddard, 1931)0 Illinois bundleflower (Figure 13), 
slimflower scurfpea, and bladdersenna have an open growth 
form although a denser growth habit V\Ould be preferableo 
The presence of thorns and prickles (Table 15) are a 
special feature of some plants e Thorns may make a plant, 
such as trifoliate orange, useful as a livestock barrier; 
on the other band, thorns or prickles may prevent a potential 
forage plant from being grazed. Although sensitivebrier has 
prickles, these are so weak that cattle still graze the plants 
heavilye Another special feature bearing on the value of 
a plant for erosion control or wildlife cover is the nearness 
to the ground with which the branches and foliage grow. This 
is of concern only in the case of erect or ascending plants 
since the others grow sufficiently near the ground level. 
Certain erect plants, as bumelia (Figure 14), co.mm.on buck-
thorn, and eastern redcedar (Figure 15), have a dense growth 
to the ground levels While this growth form is superior for 
resisting erosion it is of less value as quail covero Thus, 
bobwhite were only once observed during this investigation to 
use eastern redoedar for covers Sand plum., being dense over-
head and open underneath in growth habit (Figure 11} ~· appeared 
to me to be the most important quail cover plant in northwestern 
Oklahomae 
Figure 14. Bwn.eliae The 
compact form and growth to 
ground level are showne 
Sandsage in foregrounde Eight 
miles northwest of Woodward, 
Oklahomae 
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Figure lJe At the left 1 Illi~ 
nois bundleflower is shown 
along a roadside near Fort 
Supply, Oklahomao Note the 
bundles of pods and open growth 
habite 
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Figure 15. Eastern redcedar (second row) and Rocky Mountain 
juniper (first row) at Tucumcari, New Mexicoo Note more 
open growth form of redcedar and the dense growth of both 
to gro-und level. 
Figure 16. Colony of Missouri goldenrod growing from rhizomes, 
February 15, 1951. Seven miles southeast of Woodward, Oklahomae 
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Ecological Notes Concerning Various Species 
Growth and Reproduction During Drought Periods. 
A few observations were accumulated concerning the effects 
of drought on quail food and cover plantso A severe spring 
and summer drought occurred in 1952. As a result, throughout 
northwestern Oklahoma plant growth was much retarded, and 
apparently a high proportion of the plants did not fruit. In 
general, herbaceous plants grew to only one-fourth or one-
third of their normal height. This observation included even 
such drought resistant species as western ragweed, broom 
snakeweed 9 prairie sunflower, and blue gramagrass. Those 
showing the least growth were those whose moisture require-
ments were higha Thus, tall grasses, legum.es, and cultivated 
crops 9 as a group, grew but littlee 
In .most instances where observed, sorgum. grew only enough 
to provide some ground cover. Little seed was produced. This 
must have been rather serious for quail in view· of the large 
quantity of sorgum. seed which they eat in winter. Other cul-
tivated crops made equally poor growth. 
In spite of the extreme drought of 1952, some plants did 
produce fair amounts of seede The following species yielded 
fairly well~ aromatic sumac, sand mentzelia 9 switohgrass, 
Indiangrass, Texas oroton, goldenweed 9 smooth sumac, several 
.pigweeds, wild four o'clock, and Scribner's panicgrasse A 
small amount of seed or fruit was produced by bumeliap net-
leaf haokberry 11 ooralberryll camphor weedll Riddell's groundsel, 
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ironweed, sand pa.spalum, sunflowers, and western ragweedo 
Nevertheless, an overwhelming proportion of t~e plants failed 
to fruit at all. Furthermore, it was apparent that a great 
many plants did not even flowero All in all 9 the conclusion 
was inescapable that seed production for the plants of the 
region was negligtble. 
The direct effects of the drought on quail food production 
were intensified by livestocko Because of the scanty growth 
of forage, cattle had to graze the available plants much more 
closely than usual, thus permitting few plants to seedo 
Current forage utilization on most pastures seen was so in-
tense that much of the herbaceous vegetation was clipped 
to ground levelo The only herbs escaping grazingt in general, 
were those which were extremely unpalatable or which were 
protected by clumps of shrubs. 
Sine e only one small covey of quail was found after four 
days of driving and tramping in some of the best quail habitat 
in Oklahoma l) it was presumed that populations had crashed 
coincidentally with the extreme droughto 
Growth of Plants in Winter. 
Investigations conducted during two different winters 
indicated that 87 plant species started producing green 
herbage in northwestern Oklahoma prior to March 1. A list 
of all such speciess except trees, aquatic plants, and cul-
tivated ornamental species, is given in Table 16. The major-
ity of the winter growers belong the the grass, oompositej 
evening primrose, and legum.e families. However, as previously 
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Table 16. List of Winter-Growing Plants Occurring in Western 
Oklahoma Exclusive of Trees, Cultivated Ornamentals, 
and Aquatic Species._ 
. . - .. 
_ Nt:l.me _ of _ Plant 
Alfalfa 
Alkali Muhly 
Anemone_ (Speoies ?) 
Aster (A. leucelene) 
Austrian Winterpea 







Comm.on Yellow Oxalis 
Curlycup Gumweed 
Cutleaf Eveningprimrose 
Downy Paintbrush __ _ 
Eriogonum (Ee effusum. _ ?) __ _ 
Eveningprimxose (O~ triloba) 
Eveningprimrose (Species?) 
Fall Wi tchgrass 
Falsegaura -
Fieldcress 
Foxtail Barley _ _ 






Henbi t Deadnettle __ _ 
Hym.enopappus (H. robustus) 
Indian Ricegrass . 
Ironplant Goldenweed 












Table 16. --Continued 
Name of Plant 
Needleandth:read 




Pricklypear (Several species) 
Red Sage 



















Verbena. (Vo aUillilla) 















stated, only two native legumes were found to be winter-green= 
In Table 17 are shown the number of species of forbs 
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and shrubs found to be winter-growing in 1951 on transeots 
located under different condition classes of rangeland and 
types of soil. The condition classes of rangeland are based 
on the percentage of vegetation furnished by olim.ax species. 
They are defined as follows by Dyksterhuis (1949) ~ excellent 
condition, 75 percent or more of the ve.getation furnished by 
climax species; good condition, 50 percent to 75 percent; 
fair, 25 percent to 50 percent; and poor, less than 25 per-
cent. These transects were widely scattered t~o~gh western 
Oklahoma from Woodward to the Re"d River except that none was 
located in the Panhandle. 
Table 17. Num.ber·or Species of Winter-Growing Forbs and Shrubs 
on Rangeland in Western Oklahoma~ February, 1951e 
(Per oelt transect.ZOO.yards long.and two feet wide) 
Condition of 











..,__ 5 {Abandoned Field) 
7 1 
1 
.. 1 . 
. 15 ... 19 .. 
On range in poor condition, many more species were en-
countered on the sandy soil transect than on any of the three 
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hard land transects. With this exception$ the number of species 
was g rea.ter on harder land. Also, except for this one transeot 9 
- - -
a trend is suggested toward a greater variety of species with 
higher conditions of suooessiono 
The number of individuals of winter-growing species, 
found on the areas studied in 1951 are given in Table 18 o Here 
again, the one transect on sandy land where succession was 
in a low state differed considerably from the others. It had 
a muoh higher number of individual plantso The abandoned 
field on hard land also had a number of winter growers. Except 
for the one sandy soil transect mentioned above, there were 
more individual plants on hard land. 
Table 18.. Number of Individuals of Winter-Growing Forbs and 
Shrubs on Rangeland in Western Oklahoma, February, 
1951a 
.. (Per 'belt .trE!.nseot. 4QQ .yards long .e,lld .t.wo feet wide) 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . ' ........ ' .. ' . 
Condition of 





















..... 182 .. 
Sum.ming up the February 1951, transect work in particular, 
and general observations through the winter of 1950-51, the 
following was found. Winter-growing plants were much more 
numerous as to species and individuals on moister areas$ as 
in swales and ravineso Also, a greater number of species and 
of individuals were present on hard land than on sandy land 
and on higher range condition classes as opposed to poor con-
dition rangeland (Tables 17 and 18)o 
The belt transects studied in 1953 were all northeast 
and within a radius of 20 miles of Woodward, Oklahoma. From 
the experience of the 1950-51 work on winter-growing plants 
it was concluded that the areas examined should be within a 
small area geographically and that the sites and types of land-
use should be selected carefully. Work done in a small geo-
graphical area would eliminate significant climatic differences_ .. 
With sites and types of land-use selected carefully, areas 
could be com.pared which were similar except :for the factor 
being studied. The numbers of species thus found on the 12 
transects examined in 1953 are shown in Table 19. 
Many more species of winter=growing forbs and shrubs were 
found on the loamy and clay loam soils in the 1953 investiga-
tion than on the sandy ones o 'rhe number of grass species was 
either low on all sites or else no grasses were present. In 
grain fields abandoned only four years there were no green 
grasses regardless of soil textureo A possible reason for the 
higher number of species of forbs and shrubs on hard land 
followso The sandy soils are continually in a greater state 
of disturbance than the hard soils. Cqnsequently, the plant 
com.position on sandy areas is .made up of a higher proportion 
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Table 19. Num.ber-of Species of Winter-Growing Plants on Belt 
Transects in Northwestern Oklahoma, Februaryi, 1953 • 
. . . . ( TrQ.n~ eet s . 200 . yards . long ij.p.d two t' eet wide) 
. - ' . ' . . . . - .... 
Type of Land-Use Sandy Soils Loamy Soils Clay Loam Soils 
Grass _Other. _ . Grass .Other . _ 0-rass Other 
Rangeland in Ex ... 
oellent Condition -- 21 
Rangeland in 0 1 ~- ..... 
Good Condition 1 
\ 
2 3 15 
Rangeland in 1 2 
Fair Condition 1 4 2 12 0 11 
Rangeland in 
Poor Condition 2 2 -= 
Field Abandoned 
About Ten Years 2 
Field Abandoned 
About FotU1 Years . '.0'' _l ' ' 0 3 
Tot&l ,Spe~i~s .. 
' ' ' ' 
_7 15. ' - ' ' - .5 - 27. ,' ' ' 0 .36 
of annuals and biennialso Since February, 1953, was during a 
period of extreme drought, perennials grew better than annuals 
and biennials. As a result, the drought apparently limited 
' ' 
the number of species of winter-growing forbs and shrubs more 
severely on sandy land than on hard land. If the studies 
were repeated.in a wet winter,or even a winter of average 
precipitation, different results might be expected. 
Although the number of species of grasses was similar 
under different types of land-use, as distinct from different 
types of soil, the number of species of forbs and shrubs was 
not (Table 19)e A well-graded series of land-use conditions 
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was not located, but there seemed to be a trend toward more 
species of forbs and shrubs on sites in bigher successional 
stages o 
It was unfortunate that more areas in poor and excellent 
condition could not be located$ and only one site classified 
as excellent could be founds This was an area of about ten 
acres to which livestock could not gain acoesso No pastures 
in poor oondition9 other than the one studied~ could be found 
on suitable siteso The winter=growing plant investigation~ 
as a result$ showed indirectly that most pastures in a fairly 
large area of northwestern Oklahoma belonged to the condition 
class called ''fair'' G 
The number of individuals~ as opposed to the number of 
species 9 of winter=growing plants found on the transects in 
1953 is shown in Table 20., These data also indicate generally 
greater numbers of individual forbs and shrubs on the loamy 
and clay loam soils than on the sandy ones o An exception to 
this was one of the transects on sandy land in a "fair" con-
dition of useo This transect chanced to encounter a large 
colony of johnnyjumpup violet 9 an annual0 Since few of the 
violets could be located elsewhere in the pasture~ the 
vagaries of sampling have .made forbs appear very important 
in that pasture 9 whereas in reality they were not.. The 
number of individual grass plants occurring on sandy land 
was about the same as the number on hard land although the 
results hardly suggest any noticeable trende The high number 
of grasses in the field abandoned ten years was because of 
the abundance of sixweeks fescueo 
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There appeared to be a greater number of individual plants 
of the different forbs and shrubs on the range in higher con-
dition classes in 1953 (Table 20)., The results 1 where number 
of individual grass plants is concerned, are hardly conolusiveo 
Nevertheless, the .many individual grasses on the one pasture 
in excellent condition may showj with more study, that the 
higher stages of succession on hard land will be found to have 
more grasses also. On sandy land 9 general observations indi-
cated that "fair" and "poor" pastures probably have m.ore 
winter-growing grass plants than the better rangeso This is 
because the principal winter-growing grass in such situations, 
Texas bluegrass~ is, within limits~ increased by heavy grazing., 
In 1953 as in 1950-51 9 therefore, it was found that 
heavier soil types generally had a greater number of individual 
winter-growing plants than the sandier soil types., As was 
stated regarding the number of species, the reason was attri-
buted to better growth of perennials than annuals and biennials 
during the prevailing drought and to the greater proportion 
of perennials on heavier s:>ilo The observations in 1953 9 
showed again that the moister sites had more winter-growing 
species and .many more individuals than drier ones. No tran-
sects were run on moist sites 9 such as ravine bottoms 9 be= 
cause of the difficulty of determining the soil types and 
degrees of grazing in such places. 
The study of green plants during the two different 
winter seasons indicated that there is a sufficient quantity 
of this green material to be readily available to quail in 
ravines and swales or in other moist situations 9 even during 
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Table 20.. Number of Individuals of Winter-Growing Plants on 
Belt Transects in Northwestern Oklahoma, February, 
1953 
_ (~anE.lec,ts .zoo ye,rd.s long .&nd _ two feet wide) _ 
. . . . . . . . . 
- '' ' .... - ' . . . . . 
Type of Land-Use Sandy Soils Loamy Soils Clay Loam Soils 
GtasEJ .Otner _ G-rass .Other_ _ G-rass .. Other 
Rangeland in 
Excellent Condition 280 94 
Rangeland in 0 2 
Good Condition 10 2 -- --37 190 
Rangeland in 53 1500* 
Fair Condition 85 10 --62 152 0 33 
Rangeland in 
Poor Condition 71 4 
Field Abandoned 
About Ten Years 5000* 10 
Field Abandoned 
Abc;rut Four Years_ .. 0 .. .. 2 .. 0 28 
Total Individuals_ 5219. 1530 __ .99 342 .280 
*Numb er estimated e 
severe droughtso The quantity is scanty however on sandy up-
lands» and it would probably be difficult for quail to secure 
other than small amounts., That green herbage might be espeo= 
ially important to quail following a severe drought seems 
apparent. However, further investigation of quail physiology 
would be needed to confirm thiso Following such droughts 9 
little seed or fruit is available for bobwhite. At that time 9 
the birds migh.t .make greater use of greens.. A study of quail 
crops oolleoted in winter and early spring during such a dry 
period as the one of 1952-53 9 would no doubt be most worthwhile. 
Unfortunately, it was impossible to secure any birds for 
studyo Several winter=greening species have been added to 
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the list of species meeting necessary criteria for improvement 
of the quail environmente 
It was extremely difficult to identify green matter in 
the crops of quaile The only species which could be positively 
identified as providing green herbage were Missouri goldenrod 
(Figure 16), Riddell's groundsel, cutleaf eveningprimrose, 
and yellow sweetclovere The winter use of green herbage by 
quail, therefore, is poorly known as regards speciese 
Of the non-cultivated species green in winter 5 the grasses 
/ 
furnishing th:e most forage for livestock are Texas bluegrass, 
western wh~tgrass~ Canada wildrye, and Japanese bromee Forbs 
furnishing fair amounts of grazing are_Missouri m.ilkvetch, 
groundplum mi'lkvetoh, broom snakeweed 9 Riddell' s groundsel, 
narrowleaf goldaster, Louisiana sage, red sage, Missouri 
goldenrod 9 and yellow sweetolovere Sandsage is a shrub pro-
viding some winter-growing leaves for forage. Winter wheat 
is the ehief cultivated ·plant which is grazed in winter, 
although hairy vetoh (Figure 17) is also used considerably 
for this purpose. 
Nutritive Value of' Certain Seeds or Fruite 
Proximate analyses of certain seeds or f'rui ts were made 
to determine their possible nutritive value. For learning 
the value of foods to animals 9 ohemioal analyses are not 
sufficient (Wainio and Forbes, 1941) e Also, Spinner and 
Bishop (1950) reported no conclusive evidence of correlation 
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between the chemical composition of various foods and the de-
gree to which they were eaten by wildlife. However 9 in the 
absence of information on the use of certain food materials 
by bobwhite in northwestern Oklahoma 9 one may gain some idea 
of their possible nutritive value from chemical analyses. 
Table 21 presents the chemical composition of certain seeds 
or fruitso Since the analyses were made prior to the time 
that many species were eliminated from consideration, several 
species listed in the table were concluded not to fulfill 
the criteria mentioned previouslyo 
It can be seen that several of the materials were high 
in protein; for example, seven of' the species\,..,.~! l.egum.es 9 
; ... :·\ 
produced seeds containing more than 30 percent protein (Table 
2l)o Round.head lespedeza was especially high in proteino 
According to Nestler (1949) a diet containing 12 percent or 
more of protein is satisfactory for quail maintenance. 
Nitrogen-free extract is indicative of the carbohydrate 
content of a food .. Some of the plants with a considerable 
amount of nitrogen-free extract were Illinois bundleflower, 
Tatarian honeysuokle 9 hybrid haokberry 9 silky prairieolover 9 
anil indigo, and western indigo. Winterberry euonymus was 
extremely high in fat .. Foods of comparatively low value 
for bobwhite food are lilac chastetree 9 rough-leaf dogwood, 
.and American elder.. These m.ay be of low food value because 
they contain much fibero It has been observed that the 
ohastetree and dogwood retain their fruit long into the 
winter; apparently therefore 9 few animals eat their f:rui ts 
to any extent. Summarizing these data 9 it appears that 
Figure 17. A pure stand of hairy vetch in a testing plot 
at the Southern Great Plains Field Station, Woodward 1 
Oklahoma. 
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Figure 18o View showing intensive use of land for farming 
on the High Plains o Note the lack of soil cover or wildlife 
cover~ and·the soil which has drifted along the fence. Near 
Boise City, Oklahoma. 
Table 21. The Ohem.ical Composition of Certain Seeds or Fruits From Western Oklahomao 
(Analyses made by Agricultural Chemistry-Research Department, Oklahoma A. and M. 
. . . . . . . _ . . . Goll ege. ) . _ . . . 
_:Plant .. .. Asb.. Protein ... Fat .?iber NoFoE.*. Ca p 
Rough=Leaf Dogwood 4.32 6.23 13 .. 77 38~39 3?-~29 lo.20 0154 
American Elder 3.79 13.,39 9o82 37~00 36~00 0 62 .378 
Illinois Bundleflower 4,,45 34.45 lo6-5 12.59 46 .. 86 030 ,,472 
Roundhead Lespedeza 3.55 48.37 5.05 14.75 28.28 015 .441 
Bladders enna 4.09 41.22 2.81 17.34 3-4.54 oB-5 .348 
Tatarian Hone-ysuckle 4.53 8.15 16 .. 32 7.,06 6Jo94 .65 .259 
Go.mm.on Buckthorn 2.58 21.79 23.88 20 .. 16 31 .. 59 .55 0248 
Wand Lespedeza 3.84 35.81 3.03 17.34 39.,98 024 0)78 
Hybrid Hackberry 35.89 10058 1.47 9.,31 J;2. 0 75 llo95 .• 160 
Lilac Chastetree 5.27 8055 2.88 43.90 :39..,40 .78 .• 231 
Silky Prairie Clover 3.,92 27.61 1 .. 09 11 .. 64 55 .. 74 .32 .,302 
Tephrosia 4.94 44,,34 2.28 10 .98- 37.,46 o.42 0371 
Anil Indigo ;h28 30.00 l .].;8 11.66 53.88 .29 .380 
Western Indigo 6 .. 73 35.22 .62 10 .. 07- 47 .36 .64 .402-
Winterberry Eu.onymus 3.07 21.22 .39.50 13.66 22.55 .47 .,276 
. . - ~ . . . ' . ' .... 
* Nitrogen=free extract 
'° \3'l 
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all of' the plants rating well on other criteria rate well also 
as regards chemical composition of' seeds or fruits,. These 
plants are Illinois bundlef'lower, common buckthorn, wand 
lespedeza, silky prairieolover, tephrosia, western indigo, and 
winterberry euonymus. 
One statement of Errington's (1936) seems worthy of' note 
in this connection. He says that he does "oeenot know of any 
food which is wholly complete in itself to supply the lifelong 
nutritional needs of quail., eeand I doubt if such exist so e. 0 
Thus, it seems that no matter how high the nutritional value 
of a food, a variety of foods must still be present in the 
wild to sustain bobwhite. This suggests again the necessity 
of not concentrating all of' our attention in habitat improve-
ment work on one or a few species of plantse 
Oul ture of Plants. 
It was beyond the scope of the present investigation to 
develop methods for propagation and establishment of the dif-
ferent plants here considered. There is already much inform-
ation readily available on general methods of culture for 
both woody and herbaceous species, and on special methods of' 
culture of certain specific plants. For other species seldom, 
if at all, propagated information is scanty. This is parti-
oularl;v true of native plants and .much work m.ust be done before 
methods of culture will be sufficiently known. The same is 
true of introduced plants which have been under trial only 
a short time., 
Particularly needed are methods for quick, cheap 
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establishment of the plants on sites where they may be needed. 
However, present information indicates that on many of the 
sites of northwestern Oklahoma satisfactory methods are avail-
able for establishment of plants. This even includes methods 
for large-scale, economical revegetating of abandoned farm 
lands or run-down ranges (Savage, Smith, and Costello, 1948). 
Sources which give useful information on methods of 
propagation and establishment of herbaceous plants include 
Ahlgren (1949), Bailey (1944), Chaffin and Woodward (no date), 
Flory and Marshall ( 1942) , Harlan and Elder (1952) , Harlan, 
Elder, and Chesmore { 1952) , Jepson (1944) , Mell vain and Savage 
. .. '*' . " , 
(1951)~ McKee and MoNair (1939), Savage (1939), Savage, Smith, 
' , . 
and Costello (1948), Stoesz (1952), Wheeler (1950), and Wolff 
(1950)0 
Useful inform.a tion on methods of propagation and e stab-
lishm.ent of trees and shrubs are given by Bailey (1944), 
' .. ,,. ~ 
Engstrom and Stoeckeler (1941), Forest Service (1948), Johnson 
. . . 
(1950 1 195la 9 1951b, and no date), Johnson and Cobb (1926), 
Munns and Stoeckeler (1946), .Oklahoma. Planning and Resources 
Board (1948) 9 Olson (1935) 9 and Yerkes (1945). A wealth of 
miscellaneous cultural information on woody and herbaceous 
species is contained in the books edited by Stefferud (1948 
and 1949) o 
Notes Concerning Additional Plants. 
Some notes are given below concerning 62 species Vlhich 
did not appear to meet the criteria established. More than 
350 plant species were considered during the present 
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investigation. Of this number, 51 species with desirable attri-
butes for habitat improvement work are described above. The 
62 species in the following annotated list, in addition to the 
51 species treated earlier, are of oome interest because of 
their use by quail or because of their importance to farmers 
and stook:m.eno The relative use which bobwhite made of these 
species for winter food is shown in Tables 7-11. 
lo American Elder. Medium sized shrub~ An infrequent 
species in the bottomland game type. Usually on areas with 
moist soil and usually in the shade of trees. 
2o American Elm. One of the dominants of the bottom.land 
game type. Probably the most abundant larger tree in the 
region. Not as drought tolerant as Chinese elm, but more 
desirable in other ways o Began flowering March 1, and seed 
was formed a few weeks later e 
3. Apache-Plumeo A small shrub. Its dense growth form 
.makes it of value in the control of erosion. Might be useful 
in the western part of the Panhandle, especially on poor soils. 
4., Apricot. Sm.all tree of open habit. Fairly well 
adapted to the climate. Planted some in shelterbelts, but 
numerous other spe~ies have a better shape and are more drought 
resistant. 
5. Bigtop Daleao 
little by livestock. 
A good-sized, erect legume. Eaten 
Common on gravelly or rocky knolls. 
6. Bl.aok Currant., Suckers freely. Prefers sandy areas. 
Growth form similar to aromatic sumac. Defoliated during 
the hot weather of 1951. Prefers considerable moisture. 
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7.. Broom. Snakeweed. An aggressive, rhizom.atous w ee.d .. 
Highly unpalatable to livestock. Stands of it and western 
ragweed are principal indicators of overgrazing .. Grows con-
siderably better on heavier soils; tolerates low fertility .. 
Seeds very small but many produced. 
80 Buffalo Gourd.. A trailing vine common along road-
sides and other disturbed areaso Seeds large and leaves very 
large .. 
9 .. Bush Morningglory. Low, spreading forb with stiff 
stems and branches. Frequent on any disturbed place especially 
on infertile soil. Eaten some by livestock .. 
10 o Butterfly Milkweedo A leafy, large f'orb. Very pala-
table to livestocke Not comm.on. Prefers sandy soil. 
11... China Fleecevine. A robust, woody, vine. Has been 
grown for some time at the u .. Se Field Station, Woodward; 
appears adapted thus far. Has a dense mass of branches, stems 
and leaves that should provide rabbit or other wildlife cover .. 
12. Glim.bing False Buckwheat. Uncommon; occurs on moist 
areas where there are woods or brush .. Climbs on trees and 
shrubs. Produced heavy crop of large black seeds, m.any of 
which remained on the plant until after April 1. Often forms 
dense clumps where it has climbed over other plants. 
13. Pokeberry. Found in the v.oods where the water sup-
ply is good .. A large forbo Makes a tremendous annual growthe 
Rarely found. 
l 
14. Common Sm.oketree·.. Of a form and size similar to 
winterberry euonymus., Seems well-adapted at Woodward; not 
observed elsewherea 
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15 o Gomm.on Witchgrasso An invader abundant in abandoned 
fields but comm.on in pastures as well. More often seen on 
sandy soilso Rather unpalatable to livestock., 
160 Goralberry .. Abundant in the understory of ravines 
and bottomlands., Frequently used by quail as loafing cover. 
Berries remain on the plants until spring. 
17., Desert Willowo Formerly much used in the most wind-
ward row of shelterbelts. Extremely hardy and well-adaptedo 
Growth form poor for deflecting wind. Quail occasionally 
seen using it for covero Long pods which persist on the 
shrubs into winter. 
18. Fall Paniograsso Found occasionally on abandoned 
fields but rare elsewhereo A taller, more spindly grass than 
comm.on witchgrass. 
19. Fall Wi tohgrass.. Quite oo.m.mon. Each plant forms a 
dense .mat n:ear the ground. Seed stalks break off after matur-
ity. More often on sandy lands., 
20. False Indigobush., Spindly shrub with branches con-
centrated near top of plant. Grows in woods, along edge of 
streams, and other wet places. 
21. Flpwering Quince., A small shrub, about 4 feet high. 
Compact form and thorns suggest it for low hedge. Requires 
considerable moisture. 
22., Forsythiaso Several species observed. Spindly 
shrubs with too open a growth form to be useful for wildlife 
eover and control of erosion. 
23. Goldenweed.. One of the dominants, with sunflowers, 
in the earliest seral stages. Abundant along roadsides, 
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abandoned fields, and even found some in sandy land pastures e 
Drought resistant. Produces heavy crop of seeds which are 
relatively large for a composite .. Some of the seeds retained 
through the winter on the plants.. Unpalatable to livestock .. 
24. Green Bristlegrass .. Abundant in disturbed places. 
Grows on many soil types but seems more co.mm.on on sands and 
loams. Pxoduoes heavy seed crop~ most of which is shed earlye 
Relatively unpalatable to livestocke 
250 Halfshrub Eveningprimrose. Small, erect forb, partly 
shrubby at base. Tolerates drought and many types of soil. 
Grazed considerably by livestock .. 
26 .. Honey Locust .. Has many good qualities and has been 
widely planted on uplands and elsewhere but the growth form 
is open.. Requires considerable moisture but not as much as 
.many trees growing naturally in the bottom.lands., The variety 
with thorns is a potent barrier to livestock passage. 
27 .. Indian Rushpea. Small, succulent legume with deli-
cate leavese Not abundante Does well on rather saline soils .. 
Occasionally forms dense mats .. Does not seem to be relished 
well by livestocke Seeds were matured and shattered by July 
13. 
280 Johnsongrass e Abundant on wetter sites; not comm.on 
on upland. Usually associated with denuded or disturbed 
areas, such as highway ditches .. Seeds large .. 
29e Lilao Chastetree. A rapid growing shrub with fair 
basal densitye Has many large -w::,ody seeds held through the 
wintere Hardy at Woodward. 
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30. Lotebusho A medium sized shrub seen in extreme 
southwestern Oklahoma. Was found there on heavy soils. The 
growth form. is dense with many int er looking branches and 
vicious thorns. Probably not adapted to the climate of north-
western Oklahoma. According to information received, it was 
tested at Woodward, Oklahoma and found not hardy. 
31. Netleaf Hackberry. Comm.on on sand dunes in the sand-
sage and shinnery oak game typeso Grows on drier sites than 
bumelia. Holds seeds all winter. A scraggly 9 large shrub 
with few branches. Pe·rhaps the most drought tolerant, native 
large shrub. 
32. New Mexican Forestiera. Open mass of branches spread-
ing in various directionso Prefers moist sites. Might be 
useful in gully control. Grows well at Woodward. 
33. Pale Desertthorno A spreading shrub which suckers 
freely. Grows fairly well at Woodward; probably suitable in 
the western part of the Panhandle. Thorny. 
34. ~artridge Pea. Abundant on disturbed areas of sandy 
soil; not comm.on elsewhere. Holds seeds well through the 
winter. Palatable to cattle. Growth begins late~ about May 
1. Seeds retained a long time within the pods; many seeds 
destroyed by weevilso 
350 Plains Wild.indigo. Comm.on on various soilso One 
of the most unpalatable plants to livestocko Seeds large but 
few produced per planto 
J6. Prairie Sunflower. Very abundant especially on dis-
turbed sites (Figure 5)o The principal component of abandoned 
fields during the first two to three years of successiono 
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Much more abundant on sandy than loamy soils although common 
on lattere Infrequent on heavy soils where its place is taken 
by common sunflower. Many seeds matured by August l. Many 
seeds became wormy. 
370 Pricklepoppy. Good~sized, leafy herb. Somewhat spiny; 
unpalatable to livestock. 
38., Riddell' s Groundsel. A comm.on forb in early or mid= 
dle stages of successiono Makes considerable growth; most 
of the foliage clustered near the ground level., Grows better 
in winter than most of the native plants, and is abundant. 
Said to be mildly poisonous to livestock, but often seen to 
be grazed, at least in winter. Nevertheless, it increases 
somewhat and is considered undesirable in pastureso 
39. Rocky Mountain Juniper. Symmetrical small tree with 
several stems coming up from one system of roots (Figure 15). 
Foliage ~s more bluish in color than that of eastern redcedaro 
Native to the western part of the Panhandle. In that region 
it should be used in preference to eastern redcedar. Like 
the latter, it grows well on very poor soils and needs com-
paratively little moisturee 
40., Rosering Gaillardia. Abundant on disturbed areas 
and common elsewhereo Individual plant produces considerable 
herbageo Greens early., Eaten some by livestock when youngo 
41., Roughleaf Dogwood., Desirable growth form for hedges 
and control of wind erosion, but requires considerable water., 
Commonly restricted to the bottom.land oom.munitye 
420 Roundhead Lespedezao Rare in region. Very tall and 
spindlye Holds seed well through the wintere Requires fairly 
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.moist soil. 
43. Russian Olive. Planted sparingly in the regione 
Large berries whioh persist through the winter. Has an open 
growth form 9 espeoially nearer ground; hence poor wind re-
tarding ability. 
44. Saltbush. A medium sized shrub with a good shape 
for controlling wind erosion and for providing wildlife cover. 
Has vicious thorns. If adapted climatically, may be excellent 
hedge plant. Howeveri it suckers freely. Tolerates saline 
soils. Not observed in this region but has been elsewheree 
According to tests made by others it shows much promise and 
survived well during droughts of the '30 's. 
45 e Sand Dropseed. The most common dropseed in the 
region but not plentiful. Prefers sandy soilse Produces 
large numbers of very small seeds; apparently seldom eaten 
by bobwhite. Of fair to poor livestock forage value. 
46. Sand Mentzelia. Comm.on on sandy soilsg especially 
where somewhat disturbed. Frequent on hard land. Seldom 
eaten by livestock. Holds some of its seeds well through the 
winter. Drought resistant. 
47. Sandsagee A small shrub; branches herbaceous near 
the tips ( Figures 6 and 14). Starts growth in Febru,ary but 
the plants are erratic in this respeot; some green early and 
many other do note Browsed somewhat by livestoe.k. Increases 9 
however, under most present rates of grazing; under very 
heavy grazing decreases or remains statiee Important in 
shielding other more succulent plants from. livestock, and in 
sand dune stabilization. May provide so.me cover for bobwhite 
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while they are feeding .. 
48 .. Serioea Lespedeza. Has been cultivated considerably 
at the Field Station, Woodward, Oklahoma. Appears somewhat 
adapted climatically. 
49. Shinnery Oak.. Many species which are difficult to 
distinguish.. .From low shrubs "shin· ·high11 to small trees 
(Figure 7). Produces heavy crop of large acorns. May grow 
on elevated mounds of soil; apparently blowing sand is caught 
by the clumps of plants 1 and then the plants grow up through 
them.. Produced heavy crops of acorns in 1951, and in 1952 9 
but most of them. became wormy shortly after they dropped to 
the ground. Practically no acorns were available after 
January 1, because of dam.age by insects, and because of con-
sumption by various other animalse Resistant to chemical 
sprays.. Restricted to the m.ore infertile sandy soils., 
50., Silky Sophora. Small plant with sparse foliage. 
Flowers early, then plant soon dies and withers away., Found 
on heavier soils. Apparently unpalatable to livestock. Comm.on .. 
51. .Sm.all Wildbean. Abundant on disturbed soils partic-
ularly fields recently abandoned. More comm.on on moister 
sites., Occasionally found in dense m.ats. Palatable to live-
stock., A possibility for a soil improving crop to be sown 
with wheat, and for a general soil cover orop. It is an 
annual, but reseeds itself quite well. 
52. Snow-on-the-Mountain. Not comm.on in the region .. 
Restricted to moister areas. Not grazed by livestook9 at 
least when older. .Seeds large but not many produced per plant. 
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530 Soapberryo A moderately desirable, small tree. Common 
in ravines in mixedgrass game type; usually not in the bottom-
lands. Drought resistant and tolerant of poor soils. Some 
of the large 9 peculiar looking berries held on the tree until 
spring. The pulp of the f'rui t becomes hard when dry but 
rapidly imbibes water and swells when wet. Frequently saw 
robbins and other birds eating the berries in spite of their 
relatively large size. The tree might be valuable for cer-
tain purposes, such as a small tree for shelterbelts. 
54. Sum.pweed. A 1eafy 9 coarse forb found on creek flood-
plains and similar moist sites. Especially dense stands ob-
served on heavy soil along the Cimarron River bottoms near 
Waynoka. Not generally comm.on but is on special sites. Seeds 
large and heavy crop produced. Unpalatable to livestock. 
550 Sycamore. Planted some in shelterbelts of western 
Oklahoma, particularly in southern half of region. Well-suited 
for this except requires considerable .m.oistureo 
56. Texas croton. Most comm.on croton in region. Vig-
orous 9 fairly large herb. Abundance suggests overgrazing 
(Figure 20). Rare during the :fall of 1951 9 but common the 
following summer, indicates the fluctuations in abundance ot 
some plants under varying weather conditions. Seeds large; 
became ripe near end of J'uly e 
57 o Trailing K:rameria. Very rarely seen in region, al-
though. native. A trailing legume highly palatable to live-
stocko Seeds enclosed in a tough pod covered with spines. 
More often noted on heavier soils; grew well on gravelly hills. 
I 
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58. Western Ragweedo Very abundant (Figure 19). In-
dicator of overgrazing; however, young plants may be eaten 
by livestook 9 and even the older plants if grazing pressure 
is severe. Found on many types of soil and on dry as well 
as moist sites. Individual plants produce few seeds. Seeds 
practically all shed by January 1. 
59. White Sweetclover. Larger and less succulent than 
yellow sweetclover. Also begins growth, flowers~ and dies 
later than yellow sweetolovere Not as desirable as the latter 
because it requires considerably more water 1 and produces 
somewhat less desirable type of forage. Invades disturbed 
areaso 
60. Winter Honeysuckle. A medium. sized 9 somewhat 
scraggly shrub. A desirable honeysuckle, but requires more 
moisture than Amur honeysuckleo Somewhat denser near ground 
level than the latter. 
610 Vine Mesquitegrasse A grass which is infrequent in 
the region. Found generally on wetter areas, for example, 
creek bottoms 9 and ravines. Has a fairly dense 9 spreading 
growth near the ground. Highly regarded in the southwestern 
United states for erosion control and foragee Seeds fair 
size; matured near end of July. 
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Medi oago sa ti va Lo 
Muhlenbergia asperifolia (Nees & Mey.) 
Parodi 
Sambucus canadensis L. 
Ulmus amerioana Lo 
Lonicera maaokii Maximo 
Anemone sp. 
Indigofera suffruticosa (L.) Mill" 
Fallugia paradoxa (Don) Endl. 
Prunus armeniaoa (Lam.) Li 
Rhus aro.m.atica A.it. (= R. trilobata Nutt 
Aster SPo 
Pinus Nigra Arnold 
Pisum. sativum L .. , var. arvense Poiro 
Neobessya sp. 
Cleome serrulata Pursh 
Bidens spe 
Berlandiera texana DC. 
Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers. 
Gaura biennis L. -
Andropogon gerardi Vitmin 
Dalea laxiflora Pursh 
Ribes odoratum Wendland 
Robinia pseudo-acacia L. 
Colutea arborescens L. 
Bouteloua gracilis (HBK~) Lag. 
Panicum antidotale Retz. 
Andropogon spe 
Hedyotis nigricans (Lam.) Fosberg 
Setaria sp. 
Xa.nthocephalum sarothrae (Pursh) ShinneJ 
Solanum. rostratum. Du.nal 
Cucurbita foetidissima HBK. 
Buchloe dactyloides (Nutt.} Engelm.. 
Bumelia lanuginosa (Mich:x:.) Pers. 
Ipomoea leptophylla Torr. 
Asclepias tuberosa Le 
Diodia teres Walte 
Heterotheoa latifolia Bucklo 
Elymus oanadensis L. 
Mollugo vertioillata L. 
Brom.us teotorum. Lo 
Bromus seoalinus L. 
Polygonum auberti Le 
Ulm.us pumila .Lo.. 
Cicer Mil.kvetch 
Cla.mmyweed 











































_ . _Scientific Name 
Astragalus cicer Lo 
Polanisia sp. 
Polygonum. seandens L .. 
Xanthium. sp. 
Rhamnus oathartioa Le 
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Lespedeza striata (Thunb .. ) H .. &. A. 
Cotinus coggygria Soop .. 
Panicum. capillare Lo 
Oxalis striota L. 
Symphoricarpos orbiculatus Moench 
Zea mays Lo 
Populus sargentii Dode 
Vigna sinensis (L.,) Savi 
Digitaria sanguinalis (Lm) Soop. 
Cristatella SPo 
Croton sp. · 
Lespedeza sp .. ' 
Grindelia squarrosa (Pursh) Dunal 
Oenothera laciniata Hill 
Com.m.elina sp. " . 
Lotus americanus (Nutt.) Bisch. 
Chilopsis linearis (Oav.) Sweet 
Rum.ex sp. 
Oornus sp • 
Castilleja sessiliflora Pursh 
Sporobolus sp. 
Juniperus virginiana L. 
Engelmannia pinnatifida T. & G. 
Com.melina ereota L • 
Eriogonum. sp;, 
Ligustrum. vulgare L. 
Oenothera sp. 
Pam.cum. dichotomiflorU!ll Miohx. 
Leptoloma cognatum. (Schultes) Chase 
Stenosiphon linifolius (Nutt.) Britton 
Amorpha fruticosa L. 
Rorippa islandica (Oeder ex Muir) 
Borbas 




Liatris punctata Hooko 
Ambrosia trifida L .. 
Calamovilfa gigantea (Nutte) Soribn. 
& Merr. · 
. . Prionopsi s. cilia ti:!.. r-:Iu.tt •. 







































Matrimony Vine . 
M-e.adow Fe$GUe. . . _ 
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Soientifio Name 
Cuourbita sp .. 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshe, var. 
subintegerri.m.a (Vahl.) Ferne 
Setaria viridis (L.) Beauv.· 
Physalis sp. -
Astragalus caryocarpus Ker 
Heterotheca villosa {Pursh) Shinners 
Vicia villosa Rotho 
Oenothera serrulata Nutt .. 
Aster eriooides L. 
La.rnium aro.plexicaule Le 
Gleditsia triacanthos L. 
Celtis occidentalis L. x c. laeviga-
ta (DC o ) Willd • 
Hym.enopappus sulphureaus Rydb. 
Desm.anthus illinoensis (Michxe) MacM. 
Sorghastrum nutans (Lo) Nash 
Oryzopsis hy.m.enoides (Roe.m.. & Schult .. ) 
Ricker 
Hoffmanseggia densiflora Bentho 
Machaeranthera pinnata (Nutt .. ) Shinners 
Vernonia baldwinii Torr .. 
Paronychia jam.esii T. & G .. 
Brom.us japonicus Thunb.. · 
Sorghum. halpense (L.) Persn 
Viola kitaibeliana Reem .. & Schultz, 
var .. Rafinesquii (Greene) Fern .. 
Ziziphus jujuba Mill. · 
Koeleria cristata (L.) Pers., 
Po lygonu.m. sp. 
Lespedeza stipulacea Maxim. 
Ulm.us parvifolia Jacq. 
Oxytropis la.m.bertij Pursh. 
Chenopodiuro. sp .. 
Am.orpha canesoens Pursh 
Vitex agnus-castus L. 
Hordeurn. pusillum Nutt. 
Andropogon scoparius Michx .. 
Condalia obtusifolia (Hook .. ) Weberbo 
Arte.rnisia ludoviciana Nutt .. 
Eragrostis sp .. 
Oallirhoe involucrata (Nutt .. ex Torr .. ) 
Gray 
Lyoiu.m. hali.m.ifolium. Mill .. 
. . . Festuoei.. elatior LE! .... 
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.. Scientific Name 
Mentzelia Spe 
Prosopis juliflora (Swartz) DCe, 
var. Torreyana. Benson 
Galactia spe 
Solidago missouriensis Nutt. 
Astragalus missouriensis Nutte 
Heterotheca villosa {Pursh) Shinners 
Stipa coma.ta Trine & Rupr. 
·Neptunia lutea (Leavenw.) Benth .. 
Celtis retioulata Torr. 




Avena sativa L. 
Maclura pomifera Schneid. 
Lycium pallidum. Miers 
Panicum SPe 
Cassia fasciculata Michx. 
Penstemon sp. 
Am.aranthus sp. 
Desouraina pinna.ta (Walt .. ) Britte 
Salvia azurea Lam. 
Poa arida Vasey 
Baptisia leucophaea Nutt. 
Rhus radicans L. 
Phytolae ca am.eri cana L. · 
Acacia angustissim.a (Mill.) Kuntze 
Dalea Spo . 
Seneoio plattensis Nutt. 
Helianthus petiolaris, Nutt .. 
Argemone intermedia Sweet 
Opuntia SPe 
Li thosperm.um sp .. 
Dalea purpurea Vente 
Ambrosia sp .. 
Artemisia glauca Pall. 
Agrostis sp. 
Bromus catharticus Vahle 
Scutellaria resinosa Torr. 
Senecio riddellii T. & G~ 
Juniperus scopulorum. Sarg. 
Gaillardia pulchella Foug. 
Cornus drummondii Ce A. Meyer 
Lespedeza oapitata Miohx. 
Morus alba L., var. tatarioa Loud. 
Elaeagnus angustifolia Le 
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Scientific Name . 
Sa.lsola kali L. 
Seoale cereale L. 
Onobrychis viciaefolia Soop. 
Halim.odendron halodendron Voss 
Andropogon hallii Hack 
Sporobolus cryptandrus (Torr.) Gray 
Eragrostis trichodes (Nutt,,) Nash 
Mentzelia stricta (Osterhout) Stevens 
ex J'effs and Little 
Paspaltun. ciliatifolium Mi chx .. 9 var" 
stramineum. (Nash} Fern.-
Prunus angustifolia Marsh, var. 
Watsonii (Sarg.) Waugh 
Artem.isia filifolia Torre 
Gaura coccinea Nutt. 
Sphaeralcea. coccinea (Pursh) Rydb., 
Panicmm. oligos1:u.11.,.u.es Schultes~ var. 
scribnerianum (Nash) Ferne 
Psoralea sp. 
Carex sp. 
Schrankia nuttallii (DO.) Standl., 
Lespedeza cuneata (Dumont) Go Don 
Capsella bursa-pastoris L. 
Q.uercus spp. 
Bouteloua curtipendula (Michx.) Torr. 
Dalea villosa (Nutt.) Spreng. 
Sophora sericea Nutt. 
Festuoa 001.01·1ora Walt. 
Psoralea tenuiflora Pursh 
Strophostyles leiosperm.a (To & G.) 
Piper 
Rhu.s glabra L. 
Xanthocephalum sp.,. 
Enphorbia m.arginata Pursh 
Sapindus dru.mmondii H., & A. 
Sorghum vulgare Pers. 
Tradescantia sp. 
Euphorbia sp. 
Townsendia excapa (Richards) Porter 
Lappula sp., 
Stillingia sylvatica Lo 
Rhus sp. 
Kochia scoparia (Le) Sohrad. 
Iva cilia.ta Willdo 
Helianthus s Po 
.. Melilotus Spo 

















































Panicum virgatum Le 
Platanus occidentalis L., 
Sporobolus asper (Michx.) Kunth 
Lonicera tatarica L., 
·Tephrosia virginiana (L.,) Pers. 
Poa arachnitera Torr. . . 
Croton texensis (Klotzsch) Muell. Arg., 
Panioum texanum Buckl o 
Aristida s p .. 
Desmodium sp., 
Tragia urticifolia Micbx. 
Krameria secundiflora DC. 
Poncirus trifoliata (L.) Rat. 
T,riodia sp. 
Camp sis radicans (Le) Seem. 
Pyrrhopappus scaposus DC. 
Sisymbrium Spo 
Ratibida colum.nifera (Nutt.) w. & Se 
Verbena pumila Rydb. 
Panicum. obtusm HBK., 
Viola sp. 
Elymus virginicus L. 
Lespedeza intermedia (S. Wats.) Britt. 
Acnida tamariscina (Nutt .. ) Wood 
Oirsium undulatum (Nutte) Spreng. 
Indigofera leptosepala Nutt. 
.Ambrosia psilostachya DC., 
Agropyron smi thii Rydbe 
Triticum aestivum. L., 
Polygala alba Nutt. 
Melilotus alba Desv. 
Mirabilis nyctaginea (Michx .. ) MacM .. 




Cymopterus acaulis (Pursh) Rafe 
Euonymus bungeanus Maxim.. 
Lonicera fragrantissim.a Lindl. & Paxto 
Dithyraea wislizeni Engelm. 
Astragalus mollissimus Nutt., 
Plantago purshii R. & s. 
Setaria glauca (L.) Beauve 
Cirsium oohrocentrum (Gray) Gray 
Melilotus o tticinalis (L. J Lam. 
Yucca glauoa Nutt. 
ROLE OF RANTS IN LAND MANAGEMENT 
Some General Considerations 
The management of plants makes up most of the so-called 
habitat improvement practiced at the present for upland game, 
and the term "habitat improvement" is used in that sense in 
this report.. Although this form of management has been follow= 
ed somewhat for centurias 9 lately the practice of it has 
increased tremendously, and its advocacy has increased even 
more SOe 
In view of this trend, it may be well to inquire, "Of 
what good is habitat improvement?" There is general agreement 
that plant manipulation directed to this end can benefit wild-
life. Graham (1947) reviews considerable literature indicat-
ing that viewpoint and adds a contribution of his own in the 
same vein. Gabrielson (1951) sums up such thinking when he 
says, "This activity :ts the most promising present develop-
ment for the future of wildlife .. 11 
In spite of the present great interest and activity in 
habitat improvement, there are few concrete studies to show 
where, how, and to what extent it has benefited game .. One 
reason for this is that it usually takes some years for 
plants to become established and make their influences felt. 
Another reason is that there have been few evaluations of 
the effects of such plant developments .. The report of Steen 
· (1950) is one of the few showing where food and cover 
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improvemerrt has actually increased bobwhite populations. Other 
reports question the importance of food and cover in limiting 
bobwhite populations (Errington, 1945). In fact, concern is 
now being felt as to whether habitat improvement for wildlife 
is justified in view of its expense and the lack of proof that 
game has been increased (Allen, 1952). Nevertheless, if the 
care of land is improved 9 such plant man:i.pulations should be 
worthwhile., 
Habitat improvement, if properly carried out, may tend 
to increase the area of suitable bobwhite habitat. It also 
may increase the carrying capacity of the habitat in areas 
where quail already exist. Furthermore, it .may improve the 
land by i:hhibiting erosion and by increasing the water absorp-
tive oapaci ty and the fertility of the soil. 
It must be stressed that if aware of plants suitable for 
increasing farm income, landholders will eventually use many 
of these plants regardless of attitude toward game. Even if 
the plants are ultimately found not to benefit wildlife their 
use will still be worthwhile if they have benefited at least 
the land. 
Where Desirable Plants Can Be Used 
Shelterbeltso 
Shelterbelts perhaps are one of the most important sit-
uations in northwestern Oklahoma where plants can be used to 
improve quail habitat and care of the land., In this report, 
the words shelterbelt and windbreak are used synonomouslye 
, 
~ocording to Duck (194.3) and ~u.mgartner (1947) 9 .lack of 
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cover is a serious problem for bobwhite in much of northwestern 
Oklahoma. Shelterbelts may help relieve the cover shortage 
in those areas which are deficient. The windswept High Plainsl) 
wherein most of the shortgrass game type lies-9 is particularly 
devoid of cover ( Figures 2 and 18) .. The same is true of smaller 
areas in the mixedgrass type and of other game types., 
In spite of the values of shelterbelts, one cannot escape the 
observation that there are many fewer of them in use in north-
western Oklahoma .than are needed as aids for careful husbandry 
of the soil. 
On the basis of present information, the m.ore promising 
plants for use in shelterbelts, where the plants will enhance 
wildlife habitat, are as follows: 
Rangeland Improvement .. 
Eastern Redcedar 
Chinese Elm 








Probably there are few quail in northwestern. Oklahoma 
which do not live all or part of their life on rangelands or 
pastures.. Howeverj the abandonment of farmland on the one 
hand, and the heavy grazing of rangeland on the other 9 have 
r.eduoed the vegetation of much of the region to any early 
stage of sucoessiono Such lands are relatively unproductive 
for livestock and m.ay be for quail (Figures 19 and 20) .. 
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Figure 19. A field abandoned about 15 years ago still oc-
cupied mainly by western ragweed. Clumps of little bluestem 
in background. Near Woodward , Oklahoma. 
Figure 20. A field aban-
doned about 15 years ago 
and held in a low stage of 
succession by continued 
heavy grazing. Most of 
the taller plants are 
the unpalatable Texas 
croton. Near Woodward, 
Oklahomae 
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The restoration of areas in low successional stages to 
ones in a higher condition should provide a great opportunity 
for improvement of the quail habitate At the time these areas 
are being revegetated, certain plants beneficial to quail also 
can be sowed. Some of the plants more useful for attaining 
rangeland improvement, beneficial alike to the land and to 
wildlife, as understood at the present time, are as follows: 
Sand Lovegrass 
Sand Paspalum 












Other plants of possibly less general value for revege= 
tating rangeland, but still worthy of consideration, are the 
following: 
Blue Panicgrass 










Wild Four O'clock 
Berlandier Daisy 




Plants established at the borders of fields, shelterbeltsj 
roadsides 9 and other places no doubt would be beneficial in 
preventing erosion, in reducing the growth of weeds which might 
invade such places, and in providing wildlife food and sheltere 
J;:>lants usef-g.l for borders should 9 if possibles be those that 
can be readily established from s eede In addition, they should 
tolerate some mauling by farm machinery, and be suitable for 
erosion control. Any herbaceous plant designated earlier 
(Table 12) as meeting the criteria of usefulness, except for 
hairy vetch, might be employed as a border plante Only a few 
herbaceous species will be mentioned as being particularly 
desirable for this purpose, but other frequently are sui tablee 












Living Fences and Other Hedgese 
A hedge used as a living fence has not been observed by 
me in northwestern Oklahoma. Nor was any comment heard from 
landholders or agricultural technicians indicating possible 
int ere st in living f'enc es.. Yet, reports from num.~rous states 
indicate the value of such hedges elsewhere, and observations 
sug$est their probable value in northwestern Oklahoma. 
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Plants potentially suitable for living fences, on the 








As was mentioned earlier 9 several of these species have some 
objections which might be partially overcome by the selection 
of more desirable strains. The rratrimony vine may turn out 
to be the more useful of the species given above, but further 
testing will be necessary to establish this" 
Farmers may also be encouraged to adopt hedges as long-
lived markers for contour lines in fields 9 for erosion control, 
and for ornamental purposeso Plants apparently more suitable 







Living fences and other hedges would likely provide much 
useful wildlife covere If the plants produced food suitable 
for bobwhite or other game, that would be desirablee None 
of the plants given in the above lists is .now known to furnish 
such food, but further study may show that several of them doe 
Crops for Soil Gover and Soil Improvemento 
There is often a need for a winter-growing plant that could 
occupy otherwise bare ground during the winter and thereby pre~ 
vent wind erosion and that later could be plowed under for green 
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manure. Occasionally there is also some need for a summ.er-
growing, soil cover crop, for use in rotations, which vdll 
enrich the soil. 
. .. 
Plants apparently useful as winter-srowing crops for 
soil cover and soil improvement are~ 
Hairy Vetch 
Austrian Winter Pea 
GroundplumMilkvetoh 
.Missouri Milkvetoh 
Plants possibly suitable as summer-growing crops for 






.Sensi ti vebrier 
Gully Control and Revegetation of Shallow Drainageways. 
There is probably insufficient awareness of the amount 
of soil lost and inconvenience caused by eroding gullies or 
more shallow channels. However, landholders are more likely 
to revegetate the gent~y sloping· drainageways running through 
cultivated fields. 



















European Fri vet 
Com.mon Jujube 
Trumpet creeper 
Other Habitat Irnprovementse 
There are numerous remaining situations where certain 
plants could be used with benefit to game and to the land .. 
The amount of improvement of these situations by farmers, pub-
lic agencies, or other groups perhaps would be small .. No de-
tailed listing, therefore, will be made of the plants suitable 
for various other purposeso Information given in previous 
sections of this report m.ay suggest species useful for certain 
purposes .. 
Some additional places where plants could be used are for 
the stabilization of banks of streams, ponds, or lakes, for 
the planting of "odd" areas 9 for post lots II ornamental purposes, 
honey production, and for wildlife food or cover patches .. None 
of the plants mentioned as meeting necessary criteria appears 
suited for stabilization of the margins of areas containing 
water .. This is because the plants here considered are primar-
ily adapted to dry, upland si teso For planting "odd" areas 
or other places to wildlife cover, sand plum would be an ex-
cellent ohoioeo Trumpetoreeper would provide excellent wild= 
life cover when used in conjunction with shrubs or trees., In 
the ease of post lots, black locust has been widely used a If 
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a considerable demand develops for certain species~ the species 
could then be raised as a cash crop$ Additional uses for 
desirable species may occur, but 1 in the end, a strong incen= 
ti ve usually must be present before people would plant the 
species to improve wildlife habitate 
CONCl,USIONS 
Man's use of the land has a tremendous effect on bob-
white food and cover in northwestern Oklahoma. Most of the 
winter food of quail was furnished by plants increased by 
farming and ranching activities. However, food habits 
studies reveal little concerning how much agriculture de-
creases quail food supplies. Few of the important winter 
foods of bobwhite, unfortunately, were produced by plants of 
apparent usefulness for habitat improvemento 
Farmers and ranchers are in a commanding position to 
improve quail habitat in northwestern Oklahomao Therefore, 
plants used for habitat improvement should generally benefit 
both agriculture and wildlifeo Otherwise, there is little 
hope such plants w.i.11 be establishedo It is not certain that 
habitat improvement always increases quail populationso Never-
theless, the growth of plants benefiting the bobwhite is 
worthwhile if the care of land is improved. 
Man is morally ob~iged to leave the land, an important 
part of his environment$ in at least as good a condition as 
he received it.. As the Bible says, "A good man, leaveth an 
inheritance to his ohildrens' children" (Proverbs 13:22). 
Well within the memory of many persons of the present genera-
tion there was a .mass exodus from the "Dust Bowl" area, partly 
because man there was not using the soil in an entirely wise 
mannero Therefore, "The probability of survival of individual, 
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or groups of, living things increases with the degree with 
which they harmoniously adjust themselves to each other and 
their environment" (Leake, 1945)., Wise use of land, as a 
result, is not anly a moral responsibility for us, but also 
a matter of our individual and national survival. The use of 
certain plants in certain ways on the land offers promise of 
accomplishing this. If the welfare of quail and other wild-
life is enhanced, that much greater is the achievement. 
SUMTurARY 
lo The present investigation was undertaken to learn 
which plants are more suitable for improving bobwhite habi-
tat and man's use of the land in northwestern Oklahom.ao 
2 o The volumes and frequencies of certain major foods 
eaten by quail in the mixedgrass game type changed markedly 
during a two-months period of the wintere - The use of only a 
few major foods remained approximately stablee 
Jo The average number of kinds of food taken by quail 
varied e onsiderably between the different game types. 
4o The average number of kinds of food eaten in the two 
game types studied declined with the advance of the winter. 
5.. The average volume of food eaten was similar in all 
game types except the mixedgrass type, where it was much lesso 
60 In view of the facts above 9 the quail environment, as 
regards food, appears to fluctuate decidedly in northwestern 
Oklaho~a with respect to both time and placee 
7o The mixedgrass game type appeared more deficient so 
far as bobwhite food was concerned than other areas of the 
regiono 
Bo In communities of northwestern Oklahoma where quail 
eat a greater variety of foods, it is suggested that the 
environment is better than where the quail eat a smaller variety .. 
9e Man's use of land affects quail food and cover tre= 
mendously in the region investigated" Most Of the more import= 
ant winter quail foods are increased by present land-useo 
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10., The more important winter quail foods us uall:y~ includ= 
ed sorgum, ragweed, spurges, sand paspalum, and bumelia, but 
the identity of the most used foods varied from community to 
comm.unity.. In each comm.unity, a relatively few foods made up 
most of the volume consumed during fall and wintere 
11 .. Fifty-one species, of more than 350 investigatedj seem 
promising for improvement of land management and quail habitat. 
Native plants are more useful 1 in general, than introduced 
specieso 
12.. The study of winter quail food revealed very few plants 
furnishing important amounts of food which were satisfactory 
on other 'grounds for habitat improvement .. 
13 .. Most of the plants judged potentially suitable are 
adapted to drought and coarser textured soilse 
14., The majority of the suitable native species are de-
creased by present land-usee Almost all suitable non-native 
species must be cultivatedo 
15e None of the species considered desirable is abundant 
in the region and few are even corn.mono 
160 Not many plants produced seed or fruit during the 
severe summer drought of 195.3, and most species showed little 
growth., 
17.. E'ighty-fi ve kinds of plants were winter-growing.. The 
number of species and individuals of such plants was greater 
on heavier soils, on areas in higher stages of succession 1 
and on moister sit es .. 
180 Improved strains of certain species may be developed 
by plant breeding work 1 and this \'lJOrk should be useful in some 
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caseso More information is needed concerning desirable cultur= 
al practices .. 
19e Habitat improvement is not certain to increase quail 
populations in northwestern Oklahoma but nevertheless will be 
justified if land management is improved .. 
20,. Landholders perhaps are the ones most likely to im-
prove wildlife habitat to any extent in northwestern Oklahoma .. 
Accordingly, the various plants will not be extensively pro-
pagated unless they increase farm income either directly or 
indirectly .. 
21. Shelterbelts and abandoned fields are the two main 
situations where landholders are more likely to establish 
desirable plants .. Farmers and ranchers seem much less apprec-
iative of the need for other types of habitat improvement .. 
220 Wise use of land is both a moral responsibility for 
man and also necessary for his survival .. Certain plants pro-
perly employed may improve his care of land and thereby aid 
man, wildlife, and the land itself. 
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